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Introduction

l'vEnd-Body problem has been a perpetual philosophical issue ever since the
dawn of science, and the discussion of Descartes's dualism was the paradigmatic showroom of post:lible solutions for a long time. It wasn't perhaps until
the mid-20th century that the debate underwent a considerable conceptual
transformation thanks to two impctllses from science: the boom in brainscanning experiments and the boom in computing devices and informatics.
The former provided philosophers and scientists with abundance of evidence
of correlations between brain activity and mental states. The latter showed
how higher mental activities, like pattern recognition Ol' playing chess, could
be performed by fast computing machines running a relatively simple programme. Besides these two, there is another important source ať infiuence
(only as far as the methodology is concerned) behaviourism. Despite its
decline in 1960s marked by renewed interest in the study of mind, theorists were reluctant to rehabilitate the concept of consciousness. As Owen
Flanagan puts it:
The irony is that the return of mind to psychology attending
the demise of behaviorism and the rise of cognitivism did not
mark the return of consciousness to the science of the mind. Mind
without consciousness? How is that possible?
In the first place, the rejection of behaviorism did not take
place with com plete methodological abandon. A certain ap propriate positivistic reserve remained.
In the second place, it seemed that one could map the mind,
could provide a theory of intelligent mentallife without committing oneself to any geneml vicw about the nature, functioIl, Ol'
role of consciousness. [Flanagan, 1992, p. 3-4]
The basic principle of behaviourism, namely to take into account only the
obser-vable facts about one's intelligent and purposeful behaviour while remaining silent about mental states as a possible intermediary between causal
input and behavioural output, seems to be rooted in the methodology of
many theorists of mind, even though it is sometimes disguised under a less
explicit fonn. D.C. Dennctt is definitely one of thern he willingly admits
to be a proponent of functionalism 1 , at least as far as consciousness is concerned. His motivations for adopting functionalist stance may be various, but
1 As Dennett likes to put it, ťunctionalism is the idea that handsome is as handsome
does. More precisely, "ťunctionalism is the doctrine that what makes something a thought,
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the following surely plays a significant role: he tries to provide a scientific
account of consciousness (that is an account which uses only verifiable claims
or hypotheses expressed in terms that can be in principle part of the scientific
discourse), so he has to accept, to a certain extent, scientific methodology:
and as he points out, functionalism "is so ubiquitous in science that it is
tantamount to a reigning presumption of all of science" [Dennett, 2005, p.

17] .
If Dennett is such an adherent of scientific methodology, is his work still
philosophically rdevant? Most of thc philosophcrs conccrned with thc mindbody problem, his many opponents notwithstanding, think so, for he not only
spends considerable time demystifying the notion of consciousness (in which
he seems to continue the work oť Gilbert Ryle) , but there also follow many
philosophically interesting implications from his theory of consciousness. In
order to understand how a scientifically oriented approach can give rise to
philosophical questions, consider the classic Turing Test. Alan Turing, in his
famous article Computing Machinery and Intelligence (1950), proposed to
address the question "Can machines think?" by asking whcthcr a machine
could in principle pass a well-designed test. The test is an imitation game
where a human interrogator is having a conversation with either a machine
or another human being. If the machinc can ťool the interrogator, so that he
thinks he is talking to human being, then the answer is yes, machines can
think. Of course, the criteria oť the test are blatantly behaviouristic, and the
intuitive objection is: "But it doesn't ťollow that the machine really thinks.
it only produces certain speech acts as if it was conscious." The intuitivc
i'tppcal of this objcction is powcrflll i'tnd thc si'tme rationalc underlics i'tnothcr
famous thought experiment Searle's Chinese Room argument against the
prospect of the strong AI 2 . Nevertheless, iť we ask ourselves thanks to what
wc regard other people as conscious and rational, wc will not end up with
anything that could not be simulated 3 by a machine. In other words, we
desire, pa.in (or a.ny other type of menta.l sta.te) depends not on its interna.l constitution,
but solely on its ťunction, or the role it pla.ys, in the cognitive system of which it is a.
pa.rt" [Levin, 2004, section 1]. Therefore, a.s a.nything ca.n rightly be ca.lled a. hea.rt, ťor
example, iť it serves the right function in the cornplex lllachinery of a living organislll
(namely to pump blood a.nd thereby cnsure its circula.tion all over thc body), so the
identity of a. menta.l state can be sa.id to be determined solely by its causal relations to
sensory stimllla.tions, other menta.l sta.tes, a.nd beha.viollL
2r expect the rea.der to be a.t lea.st roughly ťa.milia.r with the Chinese Room a.rgument.
A concise summa.ry of Sea.r!e's a.rgument ca.n be found in [Moura.l, 2003, pp. 216-226]; in
this pa.per, T will consider the versi on of the argument stated in [Searle, 1990].
ort has been a perellnial issue arnollg thc propollcnts of strollg AI alld thcir opponcllts
whcthcr a sirrmlation of consciousness is actually its duplication. Obviously, a simulatiol1 oi
stonn on a computer won't rnake it rain in the lab, but as will be discussed later. Dennett
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apply something like the Turing Test when we want to deci de whether a
being is intelligent (or conscious), though we do not do it consciously (or
intentionally). This is not to show, of course, that Turing was right and that
his criteria are sufficient, but rather that we should be careful not to trust our
intuitions too hastily, for they may be deceptive. And one of the greatest
assets of Dennett is his ability to expose many of our common intuitions
about consciousness which he subsequently doubts and deems misIe ad ing or
ftawed.
Leťs

turn to the brain. Neurology and especially new brain-scanning
tcchniques provided us with overwhelming evidence that thc brain is somehow
responsible for consciousness (mind). The core of the mind-body problem is
the "somehow," and this paper will review Dennetťs solution as expounded
in his book Consciousness Explained. Before we start with Dennett hiIllself, however, we can distinguish two metaphysical positions that describe
the underlying ontological structure of the mind-body problem: dualism and
materialism 4 . Descartes defended dualism, and despite its initial appeal, the
problem of the causal interaction between the two substances seems to outweigh the benefits of the position (at least insofar as the mind-body problem
is concerned). Ris followers amended his theory in an interesting way that
led to occasionalism, but even though occasionalism is logically and metaphysically possiblc, it is not at all inforrnativé. Matcrialism, on thc othcr
hand, faces equally serious difficulty: how could something like consciousness arise on the basis of a mass of unconscious neurons? Some philosophers
(N agel and Searle, for instance) are middle of the road, maintaining property
dualism that claims there is on ly one substance (matter) that has yet two
kinds of properties irreducible to one another - mental and physical. The
substance dualism of Descartes seems to be definitely out of date nowadays.
Therefore the debate on the ontology of the mental seems to be between
property dualists and materialists. Rowevcr, what many of them havc in

holds that the mind is to the body as software to hardware - that there is nothing to the
Hlind that could not be analysed in functionaJ terrns and hence embedded in a program.
4Logically, dualisUl is opposed to UlOllÍSllL not to matcrialisIll, but since materialislll is
a kind of substance monism, and the other possible kind oť substance monism - idealism
- seems to be completely abandoned nowaclays, this opposition is llsually acceptecl.
50 ccasionalism is actually a token-token identity theory oť mental states, ancl its c10se
kin - parallelism - is perhaps not far from emergentism, one of many 'isms' that have
arisen in the relation to the mind-bocly problern recently. Tt is not informative because
it, by clefinition, cloes not explain the mincl-bocly causation. Whether it is God Ol' a preestablishecl harmony that makes up the illusion of real causation between mind and body,
there is, in fact, no causation at all, and hence no scientific explanation is possible.
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common is that they 6 are naturalists: they think consciousness is a natural
phenomenon produced by the process of natural evolution, at the beginning
of which there were non-conscious organic molecules.
To make the starting situation clear, leť s point out what is agreed on by
almost a11 the theorists of consciousness. First of aU, it is accepted that the
brain (or rather the overall nervous system) is "the organ of consciousness,"
therefore the question is no longer whether the brain is after all (causally)
rcsponsible for consciousllCSS, but how consciousness occurs upon brain processes 7 . Second, neurophysiological data are taken to be facts about brain
processes and their temporal correlation with mental states is seldom disputed. Therefore, if there it:> a painful stimulus, the t:>ubject reportt:> pain, and
the neurophysiologist observes activation of a distinct area in the brain, we
may rightly assume there is some kind of causal relation between the brain
state and the mental state (though the metaphysical and physical nature of
the relation remains unknown). Third, consciousness is taken to be a phenomenon which is in principle scicntifically explainable and which should not
be omitted if we are to explain human inte11igence. This point is perhaps a
matter of greater controversy than the previous two, but even eliminativists
like the Churchlands address the concept of consciousness with ret:>pect. Last
but not least, the epistemological problems of the existence of external world,
possibility of knowledge etc. are put aside.

1.1

Preliminary Notes

Consciousness Explained is the name of Dennetťs book whereby he expounds
the fundamentab of hit:> thcory of mind. Although the title IIlay seern to be
very bold at the first sight (considering the number of theorists claiming
that consciousness principally defies explanation), it should rather be undert:>tood as expressing Dennetťt:> optimism as both to the possibility of scientific
explanation of consciousness and the appropriateness of his own approach.
61'0 name only some oť the prominent philosophers concerned in the debate: Searle,
Nagel, Dennett, McGinn, Flana,gan.
71'0 say "the brain is (causally) responsible ťal' consciousness" is not to irnply that
consciousness is a real thing, a real link in the caHsal chain as known to physics. Beside
the ciassic, "mechanistic" sense oť the notion of causality, we can recognize a difI'erent sense
that in which some matter oť ťact (or structure) at a lower level oť description is the cause
oť a more complex phenomenon at a higher level oť description. In this sense, the liquidity
ať water is caused by its rnolecular structure. It is perhaps on ly a q'Ui1sicausation, since it
does not involve any ternporal extent, unlike the "mechanistic" causation. Nevertheless,
accepting this distinction allows HS to speak abont ca usal dependency oť consciousness on
the braill, no matter whether we consider a reductionist theory or any other.
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The last part of the last chapter, titled Consciousness explained, ar explained
away 7, shows that Dennett is well aware not only that his explanation is far
from complete, but also that some may deem his attempt as no explanation
at alL though for reasons which Dennett wOllld never accept. What makes
Dennetťs project susceptible to principled objections is that he spends almost no time at all making the explanandum clear. The only part in the
whole book where it is made clear what counts as the explanand'UTTL of his
theary consists of two sentences:
In the chapters that follow, I will attempt to explain consciousness. More precisely, I will explain the various phenomena
that compose what we call consciousness, showing how they are
all physical effects of the brain's activities, how these activities
evolved, and how they give rise to illusions about their own powers and properties. [Dennett, 1991, p. 16]

It is hanl not to sec Dennetťs functionalist attitude which underlies the
whole project. As Dennett often puts it, handsome is as handsome does,
hence also consciousness is what consciousness does. Consciousness is, for
Dennett, a set of phenomena, like intentionality, refiexion, experience, etc.,
which can be defined in functional terms - i.e. they can be characterized
by their contribution to the cognitive machinery of human beings 8 . Some
thearists, like Searle, Nagel or McGinn, may feel appalled by such a reduction,
objecting that this already settles the whole issue. However, Dennett has at
lcast two good reasons for such a reduction.
I have already mentioned the first - as he wants to do the science of consciousness, he accepts the scientific methodology. Science may nevel' access
some mysterious intrinsic properties that are postulated by laymen ar simply
"felt." Hence, if science is to explain heat, it will concentrate on the explanation of what heat do es (physically), such as melting, burning, warming etc. If
the problem is settled this way, then to say that heat is a molecular motion is
indeed the explanation, though we may thereby feel deprived of the idea why
heat is felt dS heat. Dennett is a verificationist, which is not surprising, given
his functionalist attitude and often expressed sympathy for behaviourism 9 ;
8This is, by the way, thc basic reason for Dennett's rejection of the philosophical not ion

or quale.
~What makes verificationism close to behaviourism is that ťollowing the basic tenet of
the former, that a sentence is factual and meaningful only if it can be verified by empirical
o1.Jservatioll, results in a taeit rnotivation of the latter, namely that mental states peT se
should be lcft out since there is no obJectwc way to obser ve them. Such a position, of
course, does not deny the existence of mcntal statcs but it tries to avoid them in thc
explanation of human cognition.
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he resists taking into account intrinsic properties of anything, consciousness
notwithstanding. It is, oť course, questionable whether it is still appropriate
to maintain verificationist and functionalist position when it comes to consciousness. Dennett thinks it is, but perhaps not so much because he would
insist there is no problem with such an approach, but rather because he realizes it may well be the only way to get started. At the end of Consciousness
Explained, he remarks:
Only a theory that explained conscious events in terms of
unconscious events could explain consciousness at all. If your
model oť how pain is a product of brain activity still has a box in
it labeled "pain," you haven't yet begun to explain what pain is,
and if your model of consciousness carries along ni cely until the
magic moment when you have to say "then a miracle occurs" you
haven't begun to explain what consciousness is. [Dennett, 1991,
pp. 454-455]
This is the second reason, and it stems ťrom what I call Dennetťs pragmatism. He often rejects some rebuttals of his argument s simply for the
reason that the rebuttals and thercupon amcnded theories prescribe no rese arch project. At the beginning of Consciousness Explained, he tries to
show why he thinks dualism is forlorn and the decisive point is that dualism
is antiscientific, not that it violates the physical princi pIe of conservation of
energy, Occam's razor, or that it may nevel' adequately explain the mindbody causation lO . Dennett wants to escape from the seemingly neverending
debate whether consciousness is in principle irreducible to physical properties
Ol' not simply by realizing that if we are to explain consciousness, we have
to start with sorne presumption ar other. Wlmt rnakes the debatc about thc
irreducibility of consciousness in his eyes less fruitful than it seems to other
theorists is his conviction that we already have sufficiently rich conceptual
scheme and scientific ťramework to get down to the scientific explanation
of the mind-body problem. The only thing we lack is, Dennett insists, a
complex enough account oť consciousness as arising on the brain processes.
However questionable this Dennetťs conviction may be, it justifies his optimistic vision of the upcoming science of consciousness. And even if Dennett
is wrong and a progress both in thc conccptual and scicntific fntmcwork must
be made beťore we can successfully tackle the mind-body problem, Dennetťs
work will make visible what concretely has to be done first and where the
conccptual gaps are.
lOCf.

[Dennett, 1991, p. 37]
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1.2

Outline

The purpose of this work is not to address the problem of the irreducibility of
consciousness, trying to weigh the pros and cons of both views, but rather to
review DeIlnett's theory as a whole and to try to find that part of his theory
which needs most further clarification in order for me, and all the people
unable to fully grasp his theory, to recognize the theory as a full-fledged explanation of consciousness (and hence also the mind-body problem). This is
not so easy as it may seem, for Dennett's theory is, as he himself readily admits, too counterintuitive to be easily comprehensible. It is counterintuitivc
in that it requires us to radically reconsider our usual way of thinking about
consciousness. Not only does it undermine most of the beliefs and intuitions
wc have about consciousness, but it also robs us of that which we like most
- qualia, the purported privileged access to our own mental states, and even
the self. Since Dennett's theory poses many difficulties, I will be glad if I
manage to interpret his theory without making an assertion in his name that
would be contrary to what he has intended.
I will begin with heteTOphenomenology - a method of acquiring and interpreting the data about subject's mental states that conforms to scientific
methodology. :';ext section will be devoted to Dennett's systematic rejectioll
of the idea of Cartesian Theatre, which is a recurrent theme in his works and
so will be in this paper. Then I will try to present the Multiple Drafts Model,
which Dennett holds to be the right replacement of the flawed Cartesian Theater Model of consciousness. While the Multiple Drafts Model mainly tells
us how consciousness is structured and related to brain processes, the story
of the origin of consciommess in evolutionary terms is to show how such a
complex phenomenon as consciousness can arise thanks to relatively simple
processes and mechanisms; in other words, it fleshes out the Multiple Drafts
Model that is first hard to grasp. At the end of the evolutionary story, there
is the homo sapiens with his ability of speech, which enabled a new kind
of evolution - the meme evolution - of which consciousness is a product, as
Dennett claims. This, together with the well-known claim that minds are
programs, will be discussed in the section "Memes and Virtual Machines."
The last chapter will finally deal with what I think is the most unclear part
of Dennett's explanation of consciousness, namely how mental states bear
meanings. I will try to keep the reader alert to this problem throughout the
paper by pointing out those parts of his theory which, I think, hinge on an
account of meaning of mental states.
Generally, I assume that Dennett's approach to consciousness is meaningful even if we don't agree with some of his presumptions. For if we think of
his project not as of a bold enterprise that insists to capture everything there
11

is to consciousness, but rather as of an attempt to explain as much as possible with the contemporary scientific knowledge, we can engage in the general
endeavour for the scientific understanding of consciousness either by pointing
out where Dennett explains something unsatisfactorily, or by showing what
important feature was neglected.

1.3

Nature af the Explanatian

Before I begin to scrutinise Dennetťs theory, I have to address a general
methodological problem: "What would count as an explanation of consciousness?" This qucstion cannot be answered in tenns af Cl dearly delincated
explanandurn to be accounted for by generally acknowledged concepts and
principles, becuase there is no general agreement as to what consciousness
is 11. However, the subjective experience of understanding Ol' realization, that
usually occurs when an explanation is successful, might provide the right due
for telling how a theory has dealt with its explanandurn. For our purpose, I
will first distinguish three kinds of realization, and then I will consider what
kind of realization should occur if the explanation of consciousness is to be
deemed successful.

"analytic" kind : A rcalization of the first kind happens as the outcomc
of apriori reasoning. Suppose a student knows both logarithmic and
exponential functions and he can make calculations with them. If he
hasn't realized himsclf already, somebody can explain him, ar better
say, show him that they are inversion functions. This is a realization
of an analytical truth and it is accompanied by thc well-known "aha"
effect.

"empirical" kind A realization of the second kind has the form of an answer to a question like "Why is that so?" or "How does it work?" As an
example, we may consider a youth pondering about how it comes that
a car moves thanks to petrol. It may well seem miraculous at the first
llConsciousness, in a sense, defies exhaustive description, and despite several attempts,
there is no single and canonical definition of consciousness. N aturally, we can try to settle
its distinctive features, but such a set of properties will always be prone to be challenged,
since it may not capture some other important features, let alone the holistic account,
which many theorists strive for. Nonetheless, we intuitively know what consciousness is
and thence what is to be explained. Similar conceptual difficulties have accompanied the
discussion about the concept oť liťe: it is a fundamental question whether liťe should be
described ClS a specific set of properties that forrn the necessary and sufficient conditions
ťor something to be classified ClS living, or as a loose cluster oť properties none oť which is
a necessary condition.
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sight that a few liters of petrol make the car go for many kilometers,
but if you come to know the mechanism of the car and the principleb of
the combustion engine, then you know "why," and the potential of the
car to move was explained. Surely, as the explanation avails of aposteriori reasoning, there remain several steps unexplained, such as "Why
the mixture of petrol and air explodes when there is a spark (or high
prebi:3Ure)?", but every aposteriori explanation must stop sornewherc
and the explosion is a familiar piece of everyday knowledge about the
physical world. Again, there is the "aha" effect, despite taking some
facts for granted.

"scientific" kind A realization of the third kind happens mostly after a
scientific explanation that uses terms and "things" that are beyond our
everydayexperience. As an example illustrating this kind may serve the
explanation of heat as a molecular motion, or falling of objects as the
pull of gravity. There is no "aha" effect, and rather than a realization,
it should be called an acceptance of a plausible model, for a layman
would fcel thcrc is somcthing fundamental misbing - thc cxplanation of
why heat is felt as heat Ol' what the gravity is. Unlike in the domain of
rnacromechanics from the combustion engine example, here we do not
know what tcrmb like gravity ar molecular mot ion factually refer to.
Hence we don't know whether gravity is really some force out there or
whether we should regard it as an operational concept such as atom.
What kind of realization would we have to expericnce to judge some theory as an explanation of consciousness? Certainly not the "analytic" kind,
for such a realization is impossible to occur, given that the explanation would
depend on aposteriori reasoning about brain procebses. If the explanation
gaye rise to the second kind of realization, we would find it satisfying, because
wc would thereby sec how the brain produces consciousness, how it works.
Such an explanation might entail some unsolved subproblems, similarly to
the explosion problem in the combustion engine example, on the condition
that these are potentially solvable by further progress in science aud more
importantly, that the absence of the solutions does not prevent us from understanding the overall theory 12. On the other hand, such an explanation
would be most probably done in causal terms, hence consciOUbneSb would be
12Considering again the combustion engine example, the lack oť knowledge about the
explosion does not hinder us from understanding the whole l1lechanisl1l - we just know that
tbe Irlixture oť petrol and a,ir explodes. Some subproblerns, bowever, rnay prove esselltial
to the explanation of consciousness. This is thc case, I think, of the reccntly proposed
ideas frol1l quanturn physics, such as Penrose's thcory of thc cssential role of thc quantul1l
eff'ects at microtubuli in neurons. The causal structure oť quantum physics and its relation
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treated as a causal product of brain processes, which is an option unavailable
to reductionists who disregard the reality of consciousness, and who reduce
it to some physical property of other.
So, wh ether such an explanation is even possible is an issue related to
the so-called explanatory gap and to the problem of the irreducibility of
consciousness. What can be settled for sure, however, is that Dennett's Consciousness Explained does not offer such an explanation. At the outset of
the book, Dennett warns us that his theory is too counterintuitive to be
understoou after first reading, yet even if we read the oook several times,
we will not, I daresay, arrive at a realization of the "empirical" kind. However disappointing this so far unsupported claim of mine may seem, it does
not follow that Dennetťs theory is entirely forlorn, though it suggests that
the title of the book promises more than can be found within. For even
if Consc1:o71.sne88 Explained offcrs "only" a theory leading to a realization
of the "scientific" kind, it still contributes substantially, for it explains the
structure of consciousness as functioning upon the brain and thereby it enhances our conceptual apparatus and proposes new research projects. In a
sense, Dennett cannot offer an "empirical" explanation, since he has good
reasons to believe that what we call consciousness is rather a fiction than
a real thing - and hence cannot be explained as a causal product of brain
processes. His explanatory strategy can be roughly summarized as follows:
(1) he tries demonstrate that our knowledge of what consCÍousness is consists
of many false and misleading intuitions; (2) he focuses on those features of
consciousness which he finds functionally relevant; (3) he explains how the
relevant features are physically realized in the orain; (4) finally, he shows
why consciousness seems to us to be what it seems.

2
2.1

The Method of Heterophenomenology
Facing the Explanatory Gap

Dennett believes he is able to tackle seriously the question of the relation
between the brain and consciousness, and if he is to succeed, he has to show
how the explanatory gap between physical processes and consciousness can
be overarched or dissolved.
What is the explanatory gap? It is a useful term, coined by Joseph Levine,
referring to the apparently ultimate conceptual discrepancy between descriptions of the physical facts and descriptions of mental states as viewed from
to the macroworld needs to be clarified more in order for Penrosc's theory to be gencrally
comprehensible and informative.
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the first person perspective 13 . By way of illustration, consider the classic
exalnple from neurophysiology: pain is C-fibre activation 14 . What does this
simple assertion mean? ~ote that the claim is ascribed to a neurophysiologist, hence we should try for a charitable interpretation that doesn't take it
too literally. Leťs assume the neurophysiologist meant that what we refer
to by the word "pain" in the utterance "1 am feeling pain," is nothing but
a pattern of activation of C-fibers. Furtherrnore, leťs assume that the neurophysiologist has observed constant correlation between a subject reporting
pain and an activation of C-fibers in his nervous system. The constancy of
the correlation makes him think that the reported pain is really the activation of C-fibers and he therefore asserts the identity of the two. What kind
of explanation is that? Does it explain what really matters about pain - its
tenor, unbearability, the "feel" of it? Obviously not. lsn't it what we would
expect from every explanation of a mental state based on a physical state?
What if we askcd thc neurophysiologist: "But why thc C-fibre activation is
feIt like pain rather than like an itch or a tickle?" These problems aim at
the conceptual disparateness of the science of the brain on the one hand and
our phenomenology 15 on the other, and they also seem to j ustify the use of
the term "explanatory gap," in spite of the fact that some theorists, Dennett
included, do not think there really is some explanatory gap.

2.2

Heterophenomenology

N ow we havc the idea of thc cxplanatory gap, and wc know what is to bc
done if we strive for a meaningful scientific explanation of mental states:
a suitable conceptual framework mu st be devised. This is the purpose of
Dennetťs heterophenomenology16 Heterophenomenology is designed to be:
the ne'Utml path leading from objective physical science and its
13The explanatory gap is sometimes referred t.o as the irreducibilit.y of t.he phenomenological firsl. person perspecl.ive t.o the scientific (,hird person perspective, an issue first. pul,
forward by Thomas Nagel in his notorious artide "What ls lt Like to Be a Bat?" (see
References) .
4
1 The matter is much more cOfllplicated II owadays , hut sillce the identity oť paiIl aIld
C-fibre aetivation has hecome a paradigmatie exarnple of reductive explanatioll, 1 let it
that way.
151n the Anglo-Saxon philosophy of mind, the t.erm "phenomenology" refers to the
subjective character of our mental states, the what-it-is-likeness of, for instance, feeling
pain, seeing red, smelling a perťume, ťeeling desperate etc. The name of the philosophy of
Husserl aIld his disciples is eapita.lized: the Phenornenology.
16 Dcnnett himself points out that heterophenomenology is a eommon practiee in thc
science studying human and animal consciousness: he insist.s t.hat he only describes the
method and shows its rationale. See [Dennett, 2001, section 1.] or [Dennett, 2005, p. 36]
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insistence on the third-person point of view, to a method of phenomenological description that can (in principle) do justice to
the most private and ineffable subjective experiences, while never
abandoning the methodological principles of science. [Dennett, 1991,
p. 72]
This is still too abstract to see what exactly is needed. The way the science of consciousness makes progress is by gathering data from experiments
and interpreting them. Subjects of the experiments are always conscious beings (mostly adult humans) and there are two main kinds of data: (1) those
observed by various measuring devices (brain scanners, eye trackers, stopwatch etc.), hence third-personal and "objective," (2) reports of the subject
on his or her occurring mental states, hence first-personal and exhibiting intentionality. How to approach the latter kind of data in a way that would
be compatible with the way we deal with the former kind of data?
Dennett proposes first to record all the subject's utterances in the objective way as a tape-recorder does - these are the raw data for heterophenomenologists. Note that the data bear no meaning at this stage; they are
just recorded noises yet to be interpreted. The second step is crucial and
nontrivial, even though it is a common practice: we adopt the intentional
stance and thereby we interpret subject's utterances as speech acts. Here I
have to make a digression to explain the notion of the intentional stance.

2.3

Intentional Stance

The intentional stance is a descriptive and projective stance adopted by an
ohserver who, hy observing certain patterns of behavioural reactions of the
system, understands the system as rational. The intentional stance is descriptive in the sense that the observed behaviour is described in intentional
terms (e.g.: "The bird wants to be fed."). It is projective in the sense that
intentionality is in the eye of the beholder. In order to clarify the nature of
intentional states according to Dennett, let me quote J. Haugeland's concise
explanation:
A system has intentional states - paradigmatically, beliefs and
desires - just in case its behavior exhibits a specific sort of observable pattern. The intentional states aren't the same as that
observable pattern, or, at least, not the observable part of it;
rather they are a kind of completion of the pattern that is more
or less necessary for it to stand out clearly in the first place. So
it's roughly as if you were given every other letter of a text, or
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a scattered fraction of an image, and you "fill in" the "missing"
pieces. Without that filling in, the visible part seems irregular
and disjointed; yet its structure becomes conspicuous and compelling, once the remainder is interpolated.
lntentional states and processes are, in principle, noihing bui
our projected filling in of thc patteru, in such a way that it makes
sense overall. This is the way in which they are "in the eye of
the beholder" or perhaps it would be better to say, in the sense
of thc understander. But note well: this by no means renders
them fictional, gratuitous, or arbitrary. In any given case, the
attribution of intentional states is strongly constrained, both by
principles and by facts - so strongly, indeed, that it is a nontrivial
achieverneni to succeed at it at all. [Haugeland, 1998, p. 292]
Thus the intentional stance provides the observer with a stable and meaningful interprctation of the behaviour of a system. For instance, if we observe
a rotating mill-wheel, we don't need to ascribe intentions to it, because we
can interpret its behaviour in much more economic and stable way: it is the
water ftowing beneath that makes it rotate. On the other hand, if we observe a bee ftying around and sitting on blossoms, we can't even help it not
to interpret the bee's behaviour as motivated by intentions. Filling in the
intentions is postulating the intermediary between the system's behaviour
and its environment or close surroundings (which includes all the stimuli
that come hom the environment). This intermediary is sometimes nccessary
for a stable and meaningful interpretation - we can do without it in such
simple cases as the mill-wheel, but we apparently cannot do without it when
interpreting others' behaviour, for example. I think Dennett suggests that
it is rather a matter of complexity of the observed behaviour what makes us
adopt the intentional stance, not some intrinsic property of the system (like
inirinsic, innate intentionality, as Searle believes). Therefore we may justly
speak about a roboťs intentions, or an anthill's17 intentions, as well as about
human's intcntions. Morcover, according to Dennett, robots and anthills can
be said to harbour intentions in the same way as we do - they just may not
be conscious of it! The complexity of behaviour of higher species and some
artifacts such as robots or computers is so immense that we help ourselves by
clustering pieces of information into greater wholes, we take certain pattern
of a system's behaviour to be an expression of an intention. For example,
suppose we observe a bee moving confusedly in the vicinity of its fellow bees
17For a description of an anthill as a wholc exhibiting intcntional behaviour see D.
Hofstadter's eye-opening book Gddel, Escher, Bach, chpt. Prelude ... ant F'ugue.
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that subsequently fly away right to the place where the first bee discovered a
nice blossom. Adopting the intentional stance then, we interpret the dance
of the bee as te11ing the way to the other bees, paying no extra attention to
the details of the dance and the exact system of derivation of the direction
out of the apparently confused motion. If we knew more about bees and
their internal constitution, however, we could understand the link between
the bee's discovery of a new blossom and its dance without the intermediary
of intentions. Consider once more a fictive case of an extraterrestrial observing a mill-wheel: it might think "The wheel turns around because it wants
to crush grain via the millstone attached to it." It is a stable interpretation,
though not at a11 rational from our point of view, and several other problems remain (such as: "Why would the miU-wheel want to crush grain?").
Moreover, ascribing intentions to something makes us see the analysed performance as a purposejul action. We do not ascribe intentions to water to
flow down whatever the cost (sinct~ we can cxplain this action by laws of
physics), hence we do not regard it as a purposeful action. On the other
hand, whenever we ascribe intentions to something, we thereby understand
it as acting for purpose. It is a trivial statement (insofar as "purposeful"
and "intentional" are synonyms), but if we knew more about the inner constitution of, say, a bee, we would understand its behaviour (actions) as a
physica11y grounded effect. The purposes may still be there, however, hardwired in the inner constitution by the process of evolution. They just may
be out there, without anyone apprcciating their guiding role. This will be
discussed properly later in the section on the Evolutionary Myth.
We see then that Dennetťs notion of intentionality does not presuppose
cOIlsciousness, at least not at the side of the "intention-possessor." We should
keep in mind, however, that when interpreting something as intentional system, we thereby situate a self of the system. Clearly, every intention must
be'intended by something. Such a posited self is as fictional as the intentions
of it, it is only an abstract center to which aU the intentions must be bound.
Dennett namcs it the center oj narmtivp gmvity and hc intends this notion
to replace the traditional "realistic" notion of the self. I hope to address this
issue later: for the time being it is only important to see that Dennetťs early
thcory of the intcntional stance underlies many of his subsequent spcculations.
What about the intentional stance itself? Is not the ability to adopt
the intentional stance conditioned by the faculty of understanding one's own
intentions? Do we not interpret others' behaviour as intentional because
we ourselvcs harbour similar intentions? Do animals adopt the intentional
stance to o? 1magine a cat flees away as you swiftly raise your hand. Did it
run away because it ascribed to you (or to the hand) the intention to hit it? If
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such an explanation is meaningful, what would such an intention-ascription
be like? It is nothing more, I guess, than a sort of expectation. lt is indeed a
possible functional explanation of intention-ascription: we do it in order to
be able to predict others' behaviour, which is obviously advantageous (hence
justified from the evolutionary point of view). But does it capture aU there
is to understanding one's intentions? If understanding what others do, and
why, consists solely in ascribing intention to them, which itself is a procedure
devised mainly to enable successful predictions, then the difference between
human and animal understanding of behaviour is only a matter of complexity.
This is not to suggest there is something wrong with such a view, it only
seems to overlook those cases when the understanding largely depends on
one's familiarity with a similar action. If you see a child joyfuUy running back
and forth, you will perhaps understand its behaviour on the basis of being
familiar with a similar state of mind from your own childhood, rather than
thanks to seeing a purpose in that action. This case might be mislcading,
I admiL for it is disputable whether such a behaviour is intentional. I only
want to pay attention to the intuition that we understand what others do
thanks to some kind of acquaintance with our own intentions 18 .

2.4

Heterophenomenological Worlds

Having an inkling of what the intentional stance is, we may continue with
heterophenomenology. By adopting the intentional stance, we interpret subjecťs utterances, button-pushes 19 and other relevant results of the experimental task as speech acts expressing subjecťs beliefs and desires.
No matter what the nature of our conscious beliefs is, it is important
to isolate subjecťs reports on his own conscious mental states from other
signs of his mental activity which can be measured objectively and without
sllbjccťs contribution, such as galvanic skin response, eye movcmcnts, EEG,
etc. Upon these subjective reports, the experimenter can reconstruct subjecťs heterophenomenological world, that is the world of subjecťs beliefs,
desires etc. as inferrcd from the set of all the specch acts pcrformed during
the experiment. Dennett likens this step to the process of reconstructing the
18 Besides, the core of the so called "argument from analogy" for other minds states that
our knowledge of the minds of others is based on extrapolation of workings of my minci
to other people. I leave to the reader whether this remark is relevant or not, for Dennett
might have just intended the intentional stance to replace this mind-to-mind interpretation
oť others' behaviour. On the other ha1ld, he himself introduces a similar, if not the ~18me,
explanation oť how we understand others - see p. 2l.
19Pressing a button is often used as a shortcut for production of a specific speech act,
for instance "My interpretation of the Necker Cube has just changed."
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fictional world of a novel: regarding the text of a novel, we can meaningfully
speak about what is true in that fictional world (that Desdemona was faithful to Othello, for example), and more important, we can treat it with the
required objedivity, because these fictional fads are intersubjedively confirmable (every ryader of Othello would confirm that Desdemona remained
faithful).

2.5

Heterophenomenological Red uction

The point of reconstructing subjecťs heterophenomcnological world is to see
clearly and univocally what is to be explained. For if the task is to explain
the relation between brain states and mental states, we have to know both
Telata. The method of heterophenomenology is supposed to be for mcntal
states the same as what brain-scanners and other devices are for brain statcs:
Heterophenomenology is the beginning of a science of consciousness, not the end. It is the organization of thc data, a catalog of
what must be explained, not itself an explanation. [Dennett, 2005,
p. 40]
While there is no difficulty as to the objectivity and univocity of the
"hard" scientific data (at least before they are interpreted), there is a threat
of substantial equivocity in subjective reports on one's mental states. For
this very rcason, Dennett proposes to abandon av,tophenomcnology (introspection, reflective contemplation on one's own mental states) and do heterophenomenology instead - that is to treat subjective reports from the third
person perspective. It might be objected that hctcrophenomenology will
leave something out, namely those mental states that we regard as ineffable,
such as the feel of existential anxiety, for example. We might, of course, try
to describe it in our idiosyncratic way, but then we run the risk of being misapprehended, for the more idiosyncrasy is involved, the less intersubjectively
comprtchcnsible it is. What does Dcnnett propose to do with such incommunicable experience? He would say we we should first try to pay attention
to other than verbal expressions of these peculiar mental states (such as the
heart frequency, sweating, etc.) or just skip over them, because therc is no
way to grasp them20 . The ultimate possibility of the occurrence of a really
incommunicable mental state does not render heterophenomenology useless,
in Dennetťs eyes. Some theorists (Nagel, Chalmers, Searle, for instance) insi st that heterophenomenology cannot do justice to our experience, for it is,
20This is a fine cxarnple oť Delll1etťs consistent application oť verificationist stance to
rnental statcs. Particularly Wittgcnstein's "whereoť one cannot speak, thereof on8 rnust
be silent" could be the motto oť his approach to consciousness.
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by definition, third-personal, and as such, it possibly leaves something out.
The reason is supposed to be the following:
If the subjective character of experience is fully comprehensible only from one point of view, than any shift to greater objectivitythat is, less attachment to a specific viewpoint-does not take us
nearer to the real nature of the phenomenon: It takes us farther
away from it. [Nagel, 1974, p. 447]

DeIlIlett doubts the antecedent of this conditionafH , and to the claim that
heterophenomenology does not deal with experience as such, but merely with
reports about it, he would reply that he is not at all sure whether there is
something like experience as such. Of course he does not deny he experiences
things (whatever it means), he only denies the claim that there is a privileged
access to one's experience from the first-person point of view. He defends
heterophenomenology as follows:
Hderophenomenology is explicitly not a first-person methodology (as its name makes clear) but it is also not directly about
"brain processes and the like"; it is a reasoned, objective extrapolation from patterns discernible in the behavior of subjects, including especially their text-producing or communicative behavior, and as such it is about precisely the higher-level dispositions,
both cognitive and emotional, that convince us that our fellow
human beings are conscious. [Dennett, 2005, p. 149]
What makes some mental states intelligible from the third person perspective? It is the first-person plural presumption, as Dennett puts it. V/e
assume the others have the same "things" in their stream of consciousness
as we do - such as pain, anger, joy, etc. Dennett points out that this presumption might be misleading since we are possibly not so much alike in
the way we experience things as we think we are; in other words, our idiosyncrasies might be substantially incompatible 22 . What to rely on, then?
Dennett's choice, though never explicitly mentioned, is to rely on the informational aspect of a mental state. I think he would accept the claim that
what makes two mental states alike is the information these mental states entai1 23 . It perfectly fits in Dennett's functionalist view of mind and moreover,
21CL [Dennett, 2005, p. 36]
22Cf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 67]
23More precisely, two mental states are identical (in type, not numerically, of course)
insofar as they play the same functional role in the cognitive mechanisms of both bearers
of the mental states. This amounts to the same, if I understand Dermett correctly, for
the information entailed in a mental state is nothing but the functional specificity of that
mental state
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it justifies the "reduction" of experience to speech acts that are, in principle,
of propositional and hence informational character. It doesn't follow that
endorsing this position implies an eliminativist attitude to the subjective,
non-informational character of mental states. Despite Dennetťs bold claims
that our mental states are nothing but reactive dispositions, we may maintain agnosticism as to the intrinsic nature of mental states and yet pursue
the project oř" hetcrophenorncnology. Considcr a sirnple casc of pain: you fcel
a sharp pain in your shin and so do I; when the pain subsides, we may try to
describe to one another how it felt. Certainly, we may never be sure that we
felt the same thing, we cannot compare it in our view, in a view of a single
person. However, we can both agree that the pain entailed pieces of information such as: "There is tissue damage in your left shin." "Something has just
hit you in your left shin," etc. Intuitively, it seems that this informational
aspect of pain does not at all capture the important thing that makes it
being a pain, the painfulness, but it is not at aH ohvious that "painfulness"
of pain is ensured by some intrinsic property of the corresponding mental
state 24 I will get back to this question later; for the time being, leť s see
what implications this emphasis on the inforrnational aspect involves.

2.6

Incorrigibility of the First Person

First of aH, it scems, and Dennett explicitly claims it 25 , that the traditional
idea of infaHibility or incorrigibility of the first person perspective faHs. In
what sense, however. does it faH? Dennett supports his claim by pointing out
that many people believe their visual field is uniformly detailed and focused,
even though "in fact" it is not. He illustrates this by a simple experiment:
a subject is asked to pick a card, hold it out at the left or right periphery
of his or her visual field (while constantly looking at a certain spot so that
he or she does not see the card directly)26 The subject will be able to teH
neither the carďs number, nor its colour. Does it mean that thc subject of
this experiment falsely believed that his visual field was uniformly detailed 7
I don't think so, for what the subject referred to by the words "visual field"
was certainly something different than what Dennett had in mind. Whereas
Dennett, a man of science as he is, used a scientific term that may denote the
24Since the example of pain is onen used by those who are in favor or the term "quale"
and insist on its relevance, Dennett, who dismisses the term and all its implications, rose
to the challenge and attempted to explain "painfulness" of pain while not appealing to
any intrinsic property. For his explanation, see [Dennett, 1997, p. 214-223]
2.5Cf. [Dennett, 1991, pp. 67, 319, 359] At this point, Dermett draws on the work of
Gilbert Ryle who argued that thc idea of "thc privilcgcd acccss" is wrong.
26Cf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 53-54]
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2D image as represented at the retina27 , the subject, a layman, took the visual
field to be just what he sees - he might have understood Dennetťs question
("ls your visual field uniformly detailed 7") as: "ls the representation of what
vou see uniformly detailed7" Is it simply a mistake in reference that occurred
on the part of Dennett and the subject7 We tend to think that both Dennett
and the subject are right: (1) Dennett is right because he refers to the retinal
image and it is indeed less focuscd and black-and-white at the periphcry, (2)
the subject is right because he Ol' she refers to his ar her representation (that
was constituted in the meantime between the excitation of the retina and the
assertive utterance) which is indeed such that it seems uniformly detailed.
What might dissolve this puzzle is rephrasing the original question in
terms of information availability: "Do vou think vou dispose of the same
richness of information both in the center of your visual field and at the
periphery7" It is a clumsy question to ask, but it points out what we are
corrigible of. We can be shown that some information is not available to us,
although we thought it was (the visual field example), and vice versa we
can be shown that we dispose of information we claim not to be conscious
of (the blindsight phenomenon 28 ). But we are incorrigible as to how things
seem to us. Dennett concedes:
Vou are not authoritative about what is happening in Vou, but
only about what sccms to be happening in you, and we are giving
Vou total, dictatorial authority over the account of how it seems
to vou, about what it is like to bc you. And if vou complain that
somc parts of how it seerns to vou are ineffable, we heterophenomenologists will grant that too. What better grounds could
we have for believing that vou are unable to describe something
than that (1) vou don't describe it, (2) confess that vou cannot7
Of course vou might be lying but we'll give vou the benefit of the
doubt. [Dennett, 1991, pp. 96-97]
So the objects of heterophenorncnology are subject's reports on how
27r have made up this definition, it may actually be otherwise. Nonetheless, even if the
definitioll was in fad different, it wouldn't a.fťect my argument.
28people that have part of their visua.l cortex damaged for some reason suffer from
partial blindness to that. area of t.heir visllal field that. eorresponds to the damaged part.
oť the visual eort.ex. Nevertheless, ir foreed to guess about wheCher a stimulus is presenC
in their blind field, some patients do better than ehanee while insisting they see nothing
(they are not eonseious of it). They are also able to perform some sophistieated aetions,
which cannot be explained u1l1e8s it is accepted that the illfol'llIatioTl about the stimulus
is availablc to some parts oť patiellťs cognitive system. For a philosophical discussioll
oť t.hc blindsight. phenomenon, see, for example. chpt. 12: "More abollt. blindsight" in
Humphrey, N.: A History oj the Mind, 1992.
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things seem to him. Dennett willingly gives the subject total authority over
this matter, ťor the reports are mere fictions 29 - the seeming the subject
experiences is not real:
Vou [a fictitious partner in a dialogue] seem to think there's a diť
ťerencc between thinking (judging, deciding, being oť the heartťelt
opinion that) something seems pink to you and something really
seeming pink to you. But there is no such phenomenon as really
seeming - over and above the phenomenon oť judging in one way
or another that something is the case. [Dennett, 1991, p. 364]
Dennett here dismisses, in a kind oť mockery, the idea oť real seeming,
which reťers to the assumption that whenever there is an object seeming to us,
this action oť seeming is a real event in the world - as iť the object was really
pro.iected on a screen that is being watched by our mind. This metaphor
opens up the way to consideration oť the standard model oť consciousness
which Dennett calls the Cartesian Theater Model, and which he strictly
rejccts.

3

Replacing the Cartesian Theater

One oť the first steps Dennett makes is the rejection oť substance dualism.
As I have mentioned above (p. 10), the main reason is that dualism leads
to the mysterianist attitude to the mind-body problem in light oť which thc
whole scientific approach is deemed to be pointless. Dennett shows that the
initially reasonable idea oť Descartes's, that since his thinking and his body
have essences apparently independent on one another, they must be ťounded
in difľerent substances, turns out to be less appealing when it comes to the
problem oť causality between the two substances. The inťamous pineal gland,
thc placc wherc the body inťorms the soul and thc soul issucs commands to
the body, seems to be the weak point oť Descartes's theory, and it exploits a
ťundamental intuition which most oť us harbour: there must be a place in the
brain where thc inťorrnation from the body (sensations) becomes conscious.
That is roughly the idea 01' the Cartesian Theater - it is a place in the brain
where every conscious mental event is assembled from unconscious cluster s
oť inťormation sent by sensory organs or other cognitive centers in the brain.
The name is derived from the metaphor 01' a stage and an audience: Cartesian soul observes the performance playcd by scnses at thc pineal gland and
29Cf.

[Dennett, 1991, p. 97]
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thereby the soul gets its sensations, or better say, the mind becomes conscious of the contents staged at the Cartesian Theater. Such a metaphor,
that is primarily supposed to explain cognition in the framework of cartesian
(or generally dualistic) ontology, is obviously fallacious, since it explains perception (here as a process whereby the immaterial soul becomes conscious of
sense-data provided by material sensory organs) in terms of another perception, Homely that of the soul at the Cartesian Theater. Exposed this way, the
idea of Cartesian Theater is a paradigmatic case of a homunculus argument
of which Gilbert Ryle warned in his Concept of Mind.
Dennett's critique, however, is not focused on substance dualists that
maintain the idea of the Cartesian Theater, for the idea is so obviously wrong
that there can hardly be any dispute about it. Dennett's anti-cartesian argument is aimed at materialists in cognitive science, neurophysiology etc. that
fail to see they themselves have been lured into the trap of the Cartesian TheateI'. Dennett calls them cartesian materialists and their distinctive feature
is that they more or less explicitly presuppose a specific place in the brain
where every incoming information becomes conscious. This idea is, according
to Dennett, no less fallacious than the original metaphor of a stage and an
audience, and his argument disclosing the disguise of the Cartesian Theater
(henceforth the CT) in works of some materialists deserves attention.

3.1

Rejecting the Cartesian Theater

Naturally, we think of our experiences as happening in time and thus as possibly localizable at a point at the timescale; moreover, if we are materialists,
we believe they can be localized in the brain. If I drive a car and evade a
passer-by suddenly crossing the street, there must be a moment at which I
realize the presence of the passer-by in the road. My eyes send the visual
information to the visual centers in my brain, and when it is processed and
sent further, it is realized by me. Thereupon the appropriate commands are
issued to my muscles to steer to wheel and evade the passer-by. It seems
that the moment of the realization must happen when the afferent signal
changes to the efferent signal. But how could we find such a place of divide? As Dermett remarks, "if we could say exactly where the experience
happened, we could say when it happened, and vice versa" [Dennett, 1991,
p. 107]. Neurophysiologists haven't tracked down any common place in the
brain that would be active in the meantime of many different stimuli and
reportedly conscious actions. Of course it may have rested hidden, but the
core of DcnneU's argument. is different.: were t.here actually such a place,
where the information becomes conscious, then the order of our experience
would be the order in which the pieces of information would enter the place.
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Discussion of a special case of the phi phenomenon 30 shows that it cannot
be this simple way.
To put it in a nutshelI, the phi phenomenon is a perceptual illusion in
which a perception of motion is produced by a succession of stilI images.
In the special case discussed by Dennett, there are two spots fiashing in
succcssion, a red and a green one, which results in the illusiOIl of a moving
spot that changes its color from red to green (given the red spot fiashed first)
in the middle of its trajectory. NaturalIy, the subject perceives it as though
the moving spot first changed the color and then landed at the final position
(which is that of the green spot). If we stuck to the idea of the CT, we
would have to hold that the information of the changc of the mlour arrivcd
to the CT before the sensation of the green spot happened. But the colour to
which the moving spot changes clearly depends on the colour of the second
fiashing spot, so unlcss we sce the second spot, we not only don't know the
next colour, but we also don't know there is anything moving.
One might insist that the visual centers delay the incoming information
for a while so that they can, in special cases like this, make up a plausible,
though ilIusionary, perception out of diffcrent sensations and subsequently
send it to the CT. Dennett takes this possibility seriously, and he develops two
models of such ilIusion-making process: orwellian and stalinesque revisions.
Be convincingly shows that at the level of brain processes there is no way
to deci de whether an illusiorl was induced by an orwellian (retroactive) or
stalinesque (prospective) revisi on. Yet if there werc the CT, therc should
be no problem finding out which revisi on has occurred 31 . This supports,
according to Dennett, the view that the idea of the CT in the brain is wrong,
and both models dre dismissed as insufficient rneans to the explanation of
the phi phenomenon.
The phi phenomenon indicates that we are liable to represent very short
diachronie events in a made-up temporal order 32 As we represent objects as
30For the whole discussion and the related argument see [Dennett, 1991, pp. 120-132].
31The argument is rather long and philosophical!y irrelevant in details. For this reason
I haven't incorporated it in my paper. However, it substantial!y contributes to overal!
understanding of Dennetťs theory. For the detailed discussion of orwellian and stalinesque
revisi on see [Dennett, 1991, pp. 115-126].
32This statement entails a particularly strong epistemological be!ief that we dispose of
means that enable us to tel! reality from illnsion. Although this epistemological problem
should not be ignored completely, such problems are temporarily set aside for good reasons.
Stil! I think there is a meaningful way to speak about reality in this case: the experimenter
can oe said to oe the aroiter of wba.t COUTlts as reality (as far as the experiment ouly is
cOllcerned), since the conditions of the experiment are under his control. In our casc,
the experimenter designs the whole setting so that therc are two spots ready to fiash in
succession. II there is the external world and if there is a method that can be reasonably
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being localized in space, so we place events on our imaginary timeline, though
the informatíon about them might have entered our brain in different order.
In Dennetťs words: time of representing is not the time represented 33 . This
distínction is uscful only at thc temporal microlevel of brain processes, i.e.
tens or hundreds of miliseconds: event s of great.er span than a second are
represented unproblematícally. The point of the experiment. is not to support the theory of t.he Grand Illusion which suggests t.hat we nevel' perceive
the world as it really is, but to show that it is hopeless to search for the
bottleneck in the brain that would explain the apparent linearity of our conscious experience as arising on brain processes that run in parallel. Such a
bottleneck, through which all the pieces of information would have to flow
one by one, would not only be responsible for the represented order of events,
but it would also become the most researched area in the brain, the material

CT.
It is worth not ing that Dennett does not survey nature of the tíme of
consciousness, at least not in the way Husserl or Bergson did. He doesn't
regard temporality as an intrinsic and inseparable feature of consciousness as
Phenomenology tends to. For him, temporality of consciousness is manifested
solely in the tendency of representing events linearly ordered. It is not at aH
surprising if we consider his ťunctionalist attítude. In ťact, Dennett would
even refrain from talking about the tíme oť consciousness: there is no time
in consciousness, no temporal flux of thoughts, there is only a representatíon
of temp oral events and their relation to each other (before after) , which
ultimately makes the impression of the tíme. In Dennetťs view, time in
consciousness is merely a data item of most (perhaps not even aH) of our
mental contents it is a piece of information. Thus time in consciousness
is only a representation of things (events) as ordered by relation "beťore aftcr" 3;[. On thc other hand, there is consciousness Úl. t·inu; which means that
called objective, then we may rightfully claim that the experimenter has the privilcged
access to 1.he reality 01' 1,he experimental situation because i1, largely depends on his setting.
33It is perhaps better to rephrase it as "order of representing is not the order represented"
because the time of consciousness is definitely not the same in nature as the physical
tillle. Tf we want to compare these two, the only criterioll we can use as a rneasure is
the relative arder of botl! (pl'Ovided they are botl! as line ar as we hold tl!ern to be). An
isornorphism betwecn the two tirnclines would then count as a sign of true representation
oi' 1,he happenings in the external world.
J4Surely, this representation oI ternporal order must be physically realized. for example
in some neural circuit, and hence finds itself in "real" time, but the real time when a
bunch oť lleurons bega.n representillg a point at a tictitious tirneline is irrelevallt to the
tirne represented by the neurons. If smIle Ileuron::; rcwire in my brain right now so tha1.
thcy become representing a moment in the past, I rnay, for cxample, suddenly believe
that I finished this paper a year ago - and I would equally believe that the information
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consciousness as a biological process (or, to put it in Dennetťs terms, as a
running algorithm that is being realized by a biochemical Turing machine
the brain) takes place in the physical time.
We have grown sophisticated enough to recognize that the
products of visual perception are not, literally, pictures in the
head even though what they represent is what pictures represent
well: the layout in space of various visible properties. We should
make the same distinction for time: when in the brain an experiencc happens must be distinguished from when it secms to
happen. . .. The representation of space in the brain does not
always use space-in-the-brain to represent space, and the representation of time in the brain do es not always use time-in-thebrain. [Dennett, 199L p. 131]
This interprctation may seem to be stretched too far, but the purpose
is to draw attention to the important role of representation in Dennett's
model. I hope I have shown that Dennett strictly discriminates the time of
representing and the time represented, where the former is the physical time
accessible by objective means, while the latter is the index attached to most
of our mental events and thus accessible within consciousness 35 .

3.2

Introduction of the Multiple Drafts Model

Since it is out of dispute that the brain processes information in parallel,
and since there is no CT to be found in the brain, the problem becomes how
parallel and spatially scattered brain processes make up the seemingly unified consciousness. Indeed, the temporal parallelism and spatial extcnsion of
brain processes seems to be incommensurable with the linear and spaceless
character of consciousness 36 . This incommensurability resembles that of a
Sigll and its meaning. Every sign (as a token) is materialized, yet its scnse
seems to be spaceless and non-material. These two cases of incommensurability are in fact two sides of the same coin, for there is no meaning without
that I finished the paper is a year old too, though it has been physically realized ouly ťew
moments.
35Such a crude elaboration oť the kinds oť time seems to be hopelessly fallacious, for
one could reasonably object that we "meet" the time only in consciollsness and that
the data from the so-called objective means oť measuring time have nonetheless to pass
through consciousness where they necessarily lose their objectivity (in the sense oť viewerindependency). T don't intend to go on witb conternplation on tirne in Denlletťs terms,
because I know well that the more one thinks over time, the more cornplicated it gets and
it is not, in the end, so irnportant for this paper.
36This point is often stressed by anti-reductionists, Searle and McGinn, ťor example.
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a meaner, no word without a reader, no sense without an understander (at
least from the nominalist point of view) and these are a11 conscious beings.
Meaning of a sign cannot be detached from the intentional structure of the
ad of understanding at the side of the sign-user. The purpose of a sign ifi to
refer to something else, and the reference is always in the eye of the beholder.
It is an objecťs appearing to us as representing something else that makes
it a sign; a pure sign that would represent sornething by 'itself is an abstractum. Hence, a sign is spaceless and non-material only as an abstractum, i.e.
when it is understood. And understanding is perhaps the central feature of
consciousness. The Cartesian Theater served as the place of representation
and there were a11 three constitutives of the representational act: I as the audience 37 , the flow of information as the performance, the bits of information
as the content of the play. Therefore if Dennett rejects the CT, he has to
show how understanding, representation, and its intentional structuré 8 occur upon para11el brain processes. As will be seen later, Dennetťs stratagem
is to explain the self as an illusion and the whole intentional structure along
with it - he tacitly assumes that the intentional structure loses its relevance
as SOOIl as the concept of the self is dissolved.
Even if Dennett proves the self is an i11usion, he has to show why it seems
(to us) there is something like thc self. But then again, there is t he secmw,g
to be explained. As Descartes first observed, the object of seeming may be
i11usory, but the act of understanding the meaning of what seems to me is
indubitable.

3.3

The Multiple Drafts Model

Thc Multiple Drafts Model (henceforth the MDM) is supposed to replace the
old CT model of consciousness. Dennett himself points out several times 39
that the MDM is so counterintuitive that it is very hard to grasp at the first
reading, especia11y if we are used to think about consciousness in dualistic
framework. He intends to darify the initia11y incomprehensible theoretical
model by discussing special cases of perception, like the phi phenomenon,
37Tutroducing o,n 'T' or 3 self in the CT rnodelleo,ds directly to tlle inťa.mous HonlUnculus
Fallacy: "How does the self as the audience in thc CT understand the performance?",
"How do es thc seJf know what thc bits oť inťormation mcan T If not for other reo,sons,
this compels us to reject st.rictly the CT model. However, we then l'ace the challenge ol'
explo,ining the ťo,culty of represento,tion in difťerent terms.
38By the intentiono,l structure oť representation I meo,n the following: every representation is cOTlceived by (1) a s'Ubject (a sejf) (2) through o,n act uf 'Under-stand'ing whereby
thc subjcct illtcntiollally relates himself to (3) thc 'repT'esented ubJect. Hence: (1) I (2)
T'cpT'esent (3) something.
39Cf. [Dennett, 1991, pp. 113, 227, 321]
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whereby he shows that the MDM explains those cases satisfactorily, unlike
the old eT model. As to me, the MDM is not so obscure because it is intellectually difficult to grasp, as Dennett seems to claim, but rather because it
is only a model of how consciousness works; it expounds the structure of consciousness, but it fails to explain in callsal terms why a subject is conscious of
this and that. This is not necessarily a drawback, especially if consciousness
as we know it is excluded from the causal chain of physics, which seems to
be a result of Dennett's theory of consciousness. Nonetheless, we intuitively
judge a full-fledged causal explanation of a phenomenon as more convincing
than a dissolution of the phenomenon as a mere illusion. Recalling the subsection "Nature of the Explanation" (p. 12), the MDM cannot answer the
question of the kind "Why is that so?" and as an explanation it would be
classified to the "scientific" kind of explanation. On the other hand, the CT
model offers a causal "pseudoexplanation" that just avails of a mysterious
kind of mind-body interaction (the observation at the CT) which, at the cnd
of the day, renders it unsatisfactory. Despite of the mysterious causation
involved, the eT model is closer to the "empirical" explanation than to the
"scientific," and that is one of the reasons, I think, why it is so hard for
Dennett to fight against it with his own model - for "scientific" explanations
usually make non-scientists, philosophers notwithstanding, feel deprived of
some substantial answers (What is the gravity?), whereas the "empirical"
explanation, if successful, seems always to be complete, since we are usually
familiar with all the principles and things involved (we know by experience
that objects fall if unsupported, but we know planets rotate around stars
only because we are taught so, because it follows from physical principles
that are nonetheless abstracted from our everyday experience).
Since the MDM is exposed via series of discussions of special cases of
perception, it is hard to make a brief and concise exposition of the YIDM
without being susceptible of omitting important features. There is, however,
a theoretical skeleton to be found which is only fleshed out by concrete examples. The best point to start at is the outline of structure of information
processing in the brain:
According to the Multiple Drafts model, all varieties of perception - indeed, all varieties of thought or mental activity are accomplished in the brain by parallel, multitrack processes
of interpretation and elaboration of sensory inputs. Information
entering the nervous system is under continuous "editorial revision." [Dennett, 1991, p. 111]
This is still nothing new, and even many cartesian materialists would
agree, provided this brief outline does not exclude the possibility of the ul30

timate place in the brain where information becomes conscious (the CT).
In fact, the daims in this outline follow naturally from consideration of the
architecture of the brain. It is indeed such that the brain continuously processes information from many sources and does so at many different centers.
Therefore, unlike with digital computers that process information serially,
the parallel processing makes it virtually impossible to tell where (and consequently also "when") this or that rnental content takes place. Suppose you
see a snake. A complex, yet unified, phenomenon arises in your consciousness. A part of this phenomenon is the image of the snake, another part is
the knowledge that it might be poisonous; you also might be aware, while
watching the snake in stupor, of your alertness manifested in overtensed musdes ready to run. All these pieces of information are present in the unified
phenomenon of snake-seeing, yet there is no place in the brain where all this
has come together, there is no CT staging the snake-seeing play. The phenomenon "physically" (i.e. frmn the materialisťs point of view) happens at
several plac es in the brain at once: the image is somehow represented in the
visual cortex and associated centers, the fear originates, say, in amygdala,
etc. However, we should not go as far as to assurne that though the overall
information is scattered, its pieces can be precisely localized and literally said
to be here or theréo. The reason is that, thanks to the physical structure of
a neuron and thereon dependent logical structure, every neuron works primarily as a discriminator of certain features. Information then is represented
subsymbolically in a dynamic pattern of activation of a group of neurons thc
work of which consists in finer and finer discrimination.
Discrimination is the main process of the MDM:
What we actually experience is a product of many processes
of interpretation - editorial processes, in effect. They take in relatively raw and one-sided representations, and yield collated, rcvised, enhanced representation, and they take place in the streams
40 And even if we could, we would have to find an answer as to how it comes that these
pieces of information are available to "the self" at once. Dennett will say that the self is a
nctitious character "reconstructed" UPOl] the ftow of narratives of inťormatioll - our selves
come to being by much the sarne process as when we read sOlIlebody,s autobiography (we
are constantly exposed to the ftow of information concerning om body anel its interests
- this narraCive gets unified by the userul, yeC fictitions, characler of thp seHl DennetL
posits the self to be the center oj nanutwe gravity. His answer to this point may seem to be
rather cunning at the first sight, but it really follows from his overall theory. Information
about his account of the self as the center of narrative gravity can be founel in his article
"The Self as a Center of Narrative Gravity" in F. Kessel, P. Cole anel D. Johnson, eels, SelJ
and Conscio1J,sness: M1J,ltiple Perspectives, Hillsdalp, NJ: Erlbaum. Also: [Dennett, 1991,
pp. 413-430].
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of activity occurring in various parts of the brain. This much is
recognized by virtually all thearies of perception, but now we are
poised for the novel feature of the Multiple Drafts model: Feature
detections ar discriminations only have to be made once. That is,
once a particular "observation" of some feature has been made,
by a specialized, localized partion of the brain, the information
cOIltent thus fixed do es not have to be sent somewhere else to be
rediscriminated by some "master" discriminator. In other words,
discrimination does not lead to a representation of the already discriminated feature far the benefit of the audience in the Cartesian
Theater for there is no Cartesian Theater. [Dennett, 1991, pp.
112-1l3]
This passage finally opens up the counterintuitive part of Dennetťs theary. The main point stems from the conviction that since there is no CT, it
is hopeless to look for a specific place ar a process that makes some information conscious. Dennett then concludes that once a feature is discriminated
by neurons, it becomes available to consciousness as a fixed mental content.
However, to be available does not mean to be a part of, and therefare one
may ask: "What makes a discriminated feature be in the stream of consciousness?" Dennett regards it as a misleading question:

It is always an open question whether any particular content
thus discriminated will eventually appear as an element in conscious experience, and it is a confusion, as we shall sec, to ask
when it becomes conscious. These distributed content-discriminatars
yield, over the course of time, something rather like a narrative
stream ar sequence, which cau be thought of as subject to COIltinual editing by many processes distributed around in the brain,
and continuing indefinitely into the future. This stream of contents is only rather like a narrative because of its multiplicity; at
any point in time there are mul ti pIe "drafts" of narrative fragments at variolls stages of editing in varions places in the brain.
Most important, the Multiple Drafts model avoids the tempting mistake of supposing that must be a single narrative (the
"final" ar "published" draft, you might say) that is canonical that is the actual stream of consciOllsness of the subject, whether
or not the experimenter (or even the subject) can gain access to
it. [Dennett, 1991, p. 113]
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Dennett here introduces the not ion of a narrative which is to be understood as a fiow of information that nevertheless entails no subjectivity,
insofar it is possible for information to be independent of any subject that
understand8 it 41 .

3.4

Continuity of (the not ion of) Consciousness

As to the structure of consciousness that the MDM implies, the main point is
that at some level there is plurality of information streams that continuaUy
change their content, originate, and fade away again 42 . The level at which
"con8ciousness" has the proposed structure is nevertheless very disputable,
since many theorists (aU Phenomenologists, I assume, and Searle, Chalmers
and others) would object that a distinctive feature of consciousness is its
linearity and unity, and therefore they would hold that the asserted plurality
belongs to some pre-conscious level. This disagreement, I think, does not
originate from radicaUy different views on the structure of consciousness,
but rather from different usage of the notion of consciollsncss, which, in
the end, i8 caused by different attitudes to the mental. Whereas Dennett's
operationalism and disguised behaviourism makes him treat mental states
in terms of the overt acts they lead to, aU the above mentioned theorists
tend to start their considerations of consciousness at mental states which are
supposed to be given as facts, together with their semantic and subjective
character. Consequently, consciousness is for them a domain of either-or:
either you are conscious of something at a moment or not; and the only
allthority i8 yon and your ability of rcficxion. For Dcnnett, on the other
hand, consciousness is a domain with continuum of degree the value of which
depends on the intensity of the overt act 43 . Dennett himself remarks:
41 From Dennetťs way oť talking about the narrative I gather he would deny that his
notion involves any subjectivity. He would surely deny thc presence oť intrinsic semantics,
which is what Scarle appeals to very often in his works. In my opinion, the only sense
in which "meaning" might be ascribed to the narrative consists in the potential to cause
an overt act oť the subject. :For instance, the meaning or, say, a semantic character oť a
feature discrimination do ne at amygdala that is responsible for the feel oť ťear in the snake
exarnple consists in its potential to induce a kind oť ernergency status thanki to which the
body is rea.dy to act quickly and correspondingly.
42 As far as I can understand the proposed structure, once we open eyes, ťor example,
the perception 01' visual stimllli gives rise to a "visual" narrative that ťades away i1' we
close the eyes again and which can flow parallelly to the "auditory" narrative and many
others. This, however, is not as important as the reason why we all intuitively regard the
stl'eam of cOllsciousness as unihed and linear.
4:iln this illtcrpretation then, I am more conscious oť pain that rnakes mc scream than
oť pain that rnakes me only rub the hurting limb. On thc onc hand it seems nonsensical
to quantify consciousness oť mental states, on the other hand we would agree that great
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The absolutist or essentialist philosopher is attraeted to sharp
lines, thresholds, "essences" and "criteria." For the absolutist,
there must indeed have been a first mammal, a first living thing,
a first moment of consciousness, a first moral agent;
Opposed to this way of thinking is the sort of anti-essentialism
that is comfortable with penumbral cases and the lack of striet
dividing lines. Since selves and minds and even consciousness
itself are biological products ( ... ), we should expeet that the
transitions betwcen them and the phenomena that are not them
should be gradual, contentious, gerrymandered. [Dennett, 1991,
p. 421]
In short, Dennett tells us that consciousncss is not as we know it to be: "1
don't maintain, of course, that human consciousness doesn't exist; I maintain
that it is not what people often think it is" [Dennett, 2005, p. 71]. What
is thc semie, however, of saying that consciousness is not what we think it
is? Is not consciousness after aU precisely that what we experience, what
we are most intimately fami li ar with? Not so for Dennett, who focuses on
what consciousness does, rather that how it seems. Recall again the seetion
on heterophenomenology. We can imagine that Dennett first gathers all the
data (both thc speech acts and the brain-scans) and then ponders: Well, the
subject reports to be unconscious of this and that information, the brainscans, on the other hand, indicate that the information is likely to be there
in the brain; so what rnust be consciousness like, if this is what it does?
Since there is no privileged access to consciousness (as it really is; everyone
has privileged access only to how it seems to hirn) , we all dispose, in principle.
of the same information from which we can deduce what consciousness is like.
Maintaining this view, Dennett can go as far as to say that consciousness is
not unified and continuous, rather the opposite44
Despite the plurality of narratives, we still experience a single stream oť
consciousness which moreover exhibits potential linearity, that is to say we
fcd we could in princi pIc always dctermine whether a given mental content
precedes or succeeds another mental content. The perception oť the phi
phenomenon is experientially linear, though the experienced succession oť
pain pulls other things out oI our phenomenal space though we might stili rightly be said
to be conscious oI them. A reasonable way out oI this difficulty is to make a distinction
between consciousness and awareness so that they would ca,pture both sellses in which we
say we are "coIlscious" oť sornething, but Dennett uses thc term "awarencss" very rarely,
let alonc systcrnatically.
44Cf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 356]
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images of flashing dots originated from parallel information processing. The
task for Dennett is then to explain why the stream of consciousness seems
unified and linear to the subject. He cannot explain it causally in terms of a
special process whereby the plurality of narratives is united, for that would
be a regress to the eT model. His strategy is, I think, twofold: primarily,
he explains it away as an illusion originating in our mistaken concepts of
mental states, in much the same way as Gilbert Ryle put in doubt the usual
way of thinking of mental states by drawing attention to category mistakes
present in many preceding theories of mind. Secondly, he argues from the
evolutionary stance that the complex "illusion" of the self is advantageous,
and he narrates "an evolutionary myth" about the origin of consciousness
based on the development of language.

3.5

Making Contents Conscious

To help us understand how and why the MDM resists the belief in a clearly
delineated extension of consciousness (i.e. the set of all conscious mental
states), Dennett expounds the analogy of the process of publishing which
actually gave name to the MDM. Whereas earlier "it used to be that virtually
all of an article's important effects happened after appearance in a journal
and because of its making such an appearance" [Dennett, 1991, p. 125],
nowadays is the situation different:
With the advent of word-processing and desktop publishing and
electronic mail, it now often happens that several different drafts
of an article are simultaneously in circulation, with the author
readily making revisions in response to comments received by
electronic mail. Fixing a moment of publication, and thus calling one of the drafts of an article the canonical text - ... becomes a somewhat arbitrary matter. Often most of the intended readers, the readers whose reading of the text matters,
read only an early draft; the "published" version is archival and
inert. [Dennett, 199L p. 125]
The first part of the analogy concerns the structure and editorial processes that have already been discussed. The second part, mentioning the
arbitrariness and the impact of an article before its publication, is explicated
as follows:
Similarly - ... - if one wants to settle on some moment of processing in the brain as the moment of consciousness, this has to be
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arbitrary. One can always "draw a line" in the stream of processing in the brain, but there are no functional differences that could
motivate declaring aU prior stages and revisions to be unconscious
or preconscious adjustments, and aU subsequent emendations to
the content (as revealed by recoUection) to be post-experiential
memory contamination. [Dennett, 1991, p. 126]
As it is arbitrary to say that thc final publishcd version is thc main text,
for the most important effects had been caused before it was published, and
moreover by many different drafts, so it is arbitrary to say when a discriminated feature becomes conscious. Since the effort to look for a moment of
transition from unconscious to conscious goes in vain, it is more useful to
look for the effects of a feature discrimination. If a growing patch in the
vi::mal field is discriminated as an object looming at one's face, one of the
possible effects might be taking evasive action. Sometimes the reaction to
a stimulus is so swift that we realize the presence of the stimulus on ly after
we have already reacted, which phenomenologicaUy means we became fully
conscious of it as mere passive spectators, while the appropriate measures
had been taken earlier "pre-consciously"45 . Interestingly, we could not tell
whether we lately became conscious of the stone because "it was just there,
in our visual field," or because we were surprised by our very reaction. It
could possibly be that while stroUing around you suddenly found yourself
swiftly moving head to the left with no previous deliberation involved. If
your body surprises yourself by such an unexpected movement, it is a good
enough reason to look for the cause - and this search for the cause may
contribute substantiaUy to the (conscious) realization that a stone has been
looming at you. This example is only to iUustrate thc importance of aU kinds
of effects and their possible contribution to awareness.
However, this would not convince the theorists who tend to regard consciousness as the domain of either-or. If mental contents are rightly said to
ue 46 either conscious ar unconscious, then there has to be a sharp boundary
between the two states. Leťs now ask what this boundary could consist of
45This is ena,bled by the ťa,ct tha,t there a,re severa,1 pa,thwa,ys between the retina, a,llU the
rest oť thc bmin. The evolutiona,ry older pa,thwa,ys ca,n tmnsmit the signa,1 directly to the
centers responsible for instinctivc self-preserving mecha,nism such as dodging, which ca,n
process the incoming informa,tion fa.'iter tha,t, the vislla,1 cortex.
46Perha,ps I should write "iť menta,l contents really are," since according to those theorists
the consciousness of a menta.l state is a matter of fact, and not only a matter oť right
usa,ge oť menta,1 conduct tenns (Ryle). Dennett oťten stresses that those who believe in
ma,tter-of-fa,ctness of consciousness want to prcserve the rea,lity - a,ppearance distinctioll
for consciousness, thc distinction between rcal secming and apparent sccming. See p. 24
or [Dennett, 1991, p. 131].
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phenomenologically rather than physically. As I sit here at the desk, I am
not conscious, in the either-or sense of it, of the wall behind me, nor am I
conscious of the painting right in front of me, since I do not relate myself
to it intentionally (although the sense-data of it are surely availahle in the
brain, and I would readily become conscious of it if, for example, the painting
suddenly changed). On the other hand, I am conscious of what I am writing, and of the computer I arn using as well. The main difference between
the conscious and the unconscious, I assume, is twofold: (1) the unconscious
contents are never articulated "in my head," whereas the conscious often
are (though not always); (2) the conscious contents are always objects of
intentional relations 47 . The second point concerning intentionality is often
stressed by antireductionists like Searle, N agel, et al., who often regard it as
an intrinsic and distinctive feature of consciousness whereat the explanation
of how consciousness works should start. lntentionality indeed cannot be
dismissed as irrelevant, yet it is an open question whether it is an intrinsic
property of the brain as a physical machine with causal powers (Searle), or
a side-effect arising on symbol manipulations.
Dermett seerns to focus Oll the first point. The articulation of a content
in language and more importantly its presence in memory is what makes it
"conscious." Re claims that
what happened (in consciousness) is si mp ly whatever you remember to have happened. The Multiple Drafts model makes "writing
it down" in memory criterial for consciousness; that is what it is
for the "given" to be "taken" - to be taken one way rather than
another. There is no reality of conscious experience independent
of the effects of various vehicles of content on subsequent action
(and hence, of course, on memory). [Dennett, 1991, p. 132]
The last sentence represents the core of Dennetťs operationalist attitude
to mental states, and it is also the main reason why he rejects the philosophical notion of quale. But do es not Dennett here try to take our attention
away from the main issue namely how the phenomenal single stream of
consciousness arises upon multiple narratives? The claim that "what happened in consciousness is whatever you remember to have happened" may be
considered as trivial, since every conscious content leaves a memory trace, no
matter how long it lasts. It is questionable what kind of memory does Dennett have in mind, but it surely is rather the short-term memory (Ol' "working
47Who or what relates intentionally to the conscious contents is a hard problem of its
I avoid rnentioning the subject of the intentional relation bccause I dorľt want thc
phrasc to cntail ontological cornrnitrnent to thc self, or transcendcntal ego, which has
playcd this role in the philosophical traditiol1.
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memory" if you want) than the long-term memory, because he supports his
claim by discussing examples where a subject reports on events immediately
after they have happened. The short-term memory then could be the place
where contents are explicitly conscious, but since Dennett does not explain
how the memory (or the global workspace, as he sometimes calls it 48 ) works,
it seems only to postpone the explanation from consciousness to memory and
thus to be no more illuminating.
Significantly, DenneU concerns himself with memory only for a short
time, and he soon puts emphasis on verbal articulation of a content. Let us
consider for the last time another of Dennett's summaries of the MDM:
While some of the contents in these drafts [i.e. drafts as fragments of the narratives] will make their brief contributions and
fade without further effect - and some will make no contribution
at all - others will persist to play a variety of roles in the further
modulation of internal state and behavior and a few will even persist to the point of making their presence known through press
releases issued in the form of verbal behavior. [Dennett, 1991,
p. 135]
"Verbal behavior" probably refers only to an overt utterance here, but
let's assume that an internalized speech holds the same function. Dennett's
point here is, I think, that, according to the principles of heterophenomenology, the only way to get to know there are some mental contents is to declare
it verbally (or behaviourally, in the case of simple beliefs). So much is widely
acknowledged by many theorists as long as we are interested in the recognition of other people'8 mental contents, whereas our mental contents and,
indeed, the whole consciousness, is generally considered to be transparent.
What makes the ability of verbally expressing one's mental contents important for the question of how consciommess arises is Dennett's view which
can be summarized as following: to be conscious of a mental state is to be
verbally (or in other meaningful way) expressible by the mental state bearer:
or, as Dennett himself states: ':If I couldn't talk to myself, I'd have no way
of knowing what I was thinking" [Dennett, 1991, p. 316]. But does knowing
what one is thinking amount to the same as being conscious of it? I am not
quite sure, but Dennett probably thinks so, but for reasons I understand only
with severe difficulties (I will nevertheless try to summarize it). His conviction is based on the idea that becoming conscious of a mental state is done
by an occurrence of a higher-order mental state the content of which is the
first mental state. Elevating a mental state to the higher-order mental state
4BCf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 270]
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is done by articulating the former content (this articulation is again only a
kind of information processing, it cannot be conscious, for that would lead to
circularity in the argument). It is as if we were becoming conscious of things
hy our brains talking to themselves: "The only way for a human brain to get
itself into something like a higher-order belief state, we surmised, is to engage
in the process rather like reporting first-order states to itself" [Dennett, 1991,
p. 316]. The contribution of language to consciousness is clearly exposed in
the following paragraph from Dennett's Kinds of Minds:
Mental contents become conscious not by entering special
chamber in the brain, not by being transduced into some privileged and mysterious medium, but by winning the competitions
against other mental contents for domination in the control of
behavioL and hence for achieving long-lasting effects - or as we
misleadingly say, "entering into memory." And since we are talkers, and since talking to ourselves is one of the most influential
activities, one of the most effective ways for a mental content
to become influential is for it to get into position to drive the
language-using parts of the controls. [Dennett, 1997, pp. 205206]

In other words, articulation of a mental content is itself a good enough
behavioural efIect in order for the mental content to become conscious, no
matter whether the articulation is overt or just internalized, as in the case
of soliloquy. To fully appreciate the meaning of this claim, however, we
have to consider the gradual process of evolution which starts at unconscious
and purposeless molecules and goes all the way to conscious human beings.
Seeing upon which selective pressures language has evolved will help us better
realize how language can contribute to consciousness.

4

The Evolutionary Myth

Basically, there are at least two lines of argumentation to be distinguished in
Dennett's work. The first is a top-down kind of argumentation where Dennett
starts at consciousness as the explanandum (the folk notion of consciousness)
and explains it by more basic processes and terms. The MDM is the prime
example
there Dennett first scrutinizes the folk notion of consciousness
and once the problems are settled, he analyzes them to simpler parts and
finally he offers the complex MDM. The second line avails of bottom-up argumentation which starts at a simple and generally acknowledged fact and
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by adding more and more simple features, it grows both in scale and cornpl exity so that it, in the end, reaches the level of the explanandum (i.e.
consciousness). The argument from evolution, which will be subsequently
paraphrased, is of the bottom-up kind, for it starts at the level of prirnitive
organic macromolecules and ends at the level of human being endowed with
consciousness 49 . The reason why I name the argument "The Evolutionary
Myth" is not that I consider it an unscientific fantasy, but that it is designcd
mainly as a story of the origination of consciousness that helps us undcrstand
the present situation, which is after aU what myths do.
The story starts at the time when "there was no teleology at aU" 50 and
suddenly there emerged first organic macromolecules, able to replicate themselves and feed on other organic compounds. This was the time, Dennett
says51, when interests were born, for even the simple replicators can be assigned interests in self-rcplícation, iť we adopt the intentional stance 52 .
Wherevcr thcrc is an interest, therc is Cl. niterion for dassifying things as
"good," "bad," ar "neutr'al" means to serve the interest. More important.
along with the interest of self-preservation there appears a point of view,
1.e. a pcrspective ham which things are judged as ťavorablc, unfavorablc
or neutral, and a boundary delineating the environment from the organism,
which is supposed to be the primordial origin of selfhood 53 .
~ext step is the evolution of a nervous system. At a certain degree oť
complexity, aIl organism, in order to cope, "must eithcr armor itsdf (like
a tree or a dam) and 'hope for the besť, or else develop methods of getting out of harm's way and into the better neighborhoods in its vicinity"
[Dennett, 1991, p. 177]. The latter choice demands the control oť one':::;
49The utility oť the bottom-up argumentation is well illustrated by the law oť uphill
analysis and downhill synthesis as quoted by Dennett ťrom V. Braitenberg's Vehicles:
Essays in Synthetic Psychology (1984): "It is much easier to imagine the behaviour ( ... )
oť a devicc you synthesize "ťrom the inside out" onc lllight say, than to tľY to allalyzc
thc cxternal behavior oť a "black box" and fignre out what mnst he going inside," quotcd
1rom [Dennett, 1991, p. 171].
50Cf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 173]
51 "The day that the universe contained entities that the universe contained entities that
could take some rudimentary steps toward deťemling their own interests was the day that
intcrcst were borrl." [Dcnnctt, 1984, p.22]
52Since all the ascriptions of interests, points oť view, and reasons to obviously unconsóous organisms is done from the intentional stance, we do not need to be worried by t,he
ťact that these organisms cannot appreciate their interests etc. The meaning oť the claim
that an unconscious organism seeks the good and avoids the bad is much the same as "it is
hard-wircd in that organisHl that certain feature discriminatiomi lead to eithcr avoidancc
or absorption." "Thc interests" are built in thc organisrn in thc same way as ťuscs are
built in a house to prevent short órcuit.
5:3Cf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 174]
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activities in time and space, and
the key to control is the ability to track ar even anticipate the important features of the environment, so aH brains are, in essence,
anticipation maclánes. [Dennett, 1991, p. 177]
To put it crudely, the further future a brain can anticipate, the better
thc orain is. A simplc reflex of ducking a loorning orick is au cxamplc of
short-range anticipation, whereas the ability to abstract regularities and assign them the law-status is a higher-order faculty the purpose of which is
nonetheless anticipation.
The ancestor of awareness (or consciousness, if you want) is alertness.
Brains of most anirnals perform constant activity "on the background" that
tests the presence of alarming stimuli in the environment (a pair of eyes
gazing at you, for example). Once the alarming feature is discriminated, it
triggers a series of reactions that finally gets the brain into au ernergency
status during which it searches for more information so that it performs the
right action (running away, if the gaze belongs to a predator, for example).
This enhanced search for information proved to be so useful that anirnals
began to go into that mode more and more often, which soon turned into
regular exploration. Information began to oe acquircd for its own sake, just
in case it might prove valuable later. Most mammals adopted this strategy
which ultimately gaye rise to epistemic hunger 54 .
Highly important is the evolution of neural plasticity, i.e. the ability to
re-wire the present setting of the brain according to needs. This results in
the ability to learn actively during anirnal's lifetime which makes the animal
and its whole kind independent to great degree of the luck of the trial-anderror method of Mother Nature's rnutations 55 . Another of the important
effects of neural plasticity is the faculty of representation that keeps track of
a stimulus even if senses no longer attend to it. A predator able to anticipate
the trajectory of prey fleeing behind high grass will be more successful than
that who has to keep its eyes fixed on a prey while chasing it. The power to
represent an earlier perceived object is again considered to be the foundation
of the lately developed higher-order representation of abstract notions.
The last but one step on the way to consciousness is the development of
language and "the habit of autostimulation." The Evolutionary Myth has it,
54Cf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 181]
55Dellnett devotes many pages to this step and expla.ins it in great detail, but the maill
point: impOl'tant for aur discussioll, is to illustrate how revolutionary the change from
animals with fixed "hardware" to animals with dynamic "hardware" is. For the detailed
discussion see [Dennett. 1991, pp. 182-193] or any article on Baldwin Effeet.
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not Surprisingly, that some species developed language or less sophisticated
means of communication in order to be able to share information with other
anirnals of the same species. The primary reason for using language is supPosed to have been to ask either for help or for information. Thus every
animal belonging to a language community must be ready to play the role
both of the asker and the answerer in order for the communicative habits to
become established. Once the comrnunicative habits were es1,ablished within
a community, its rnernbers got used to ask for inforrnation whenever they
needed it. This process of asking and answering then becarne internalized
thanks to accidental autostirnulation that proved to be useful:
The one fine day (in this rational reconstruction), one of these
hominids "rnistakenly" asked for help when there was no helpful
audience within earshot - except itself! When it heard its own
request, the stirnulation provoked just the sort of other-helping
utterance production that thc request frorn ano1,hcr would have
caused. And to creature's delight, it found that it had just provoked itself into answering its own question. [Dennett, 1991, p.
195]
The utilitv of this kind of autostimulation is based on the fact 1,hat due
to less than ;ptirnal wiring of a brain, inforrnation present in one sllbsystem
r~ay be unavailable to another subsystern that currently needs it 56 Prov1ded that both subsystems can access the environrnent, 1,he absence of an
~nforrnation link hetween thc suhsystcms can bc overcomc hy sending thc
mforrnation to the environment so that the subsystern in need can pick it up
therefrom 57 This virtual wire between the subsystems that "goes through"
the e- llVlľonrnent
.
. 1y eaSl'1 y b ecorne merna
. t
l'lze cl as a rcalwlre
' b ecan rt: 1atlve
tWeen the auditory system and the language-production center, whereby the
whole process becomes private and perhaps more effective as well.
Although the origin of consciousness is not fully illustrated by the story of
the development of internalized speech, it nevertheless shows how an irnportant, if not crucial, feature of consciousncss might have originatcd from rather
n~eaningless, unconscious processes. Surprisingly though, Dennett nowhere
dlScusses in detail the nature and origin of the faculty to represent things or
eVent s by words' which is what everyollc woulcl eXIJect considerirlOo the farnlharity of Searle's Chinese Roorn argument arnong the people interested in
•

,

•

1

~--------------------. The situation when a part oť the brain cannot share infonnation with another part
~:'at.he. braill is not as unusual ss it may seelll, though it becomes clear maillly after a
111 lnJury. Thc blmdslght phenomenon and the cases of splIt-brom patlcllts are good
eXC"Llllpl
5
es.
7

Cf.

[Dennett, 1991, p. 195-196]
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the mind-body problem 58 . Perhaps Dennett deemed the nature of representation (and thereupon dependent semantics) unproblematic, but in the light
of Searle's argument, it seems to be a desideratum for any theory of consciousness to explain how language becomes the domain of articulated sense,
and consequently, how consciousness as a natural phenomenon is endowed
with semantics 59 . 1 assume that Dennett tacitly, yet intentionally, avoids this
is~mc, partly becausc he considers it to bc a wrongly formulated problem, for
it draws on the CT model of consciousness with the infamous institution
of "the central meaner," partly because he may regard meaning to be only
a matter of functional relations between concepts 60 that are, in fact, more
or less complex representations of things in the world as they have come in
through our senses and have been subsequently altered and intertwined by
our idiosyncrasies. But then again, in what sense does some neural activity
represent 61 this or that thing? ls it enough to say that the neural activity
is a reaction to this or that stimulus and hence represents the stimulus in
virtue of being causally related to it? 1 hope to address these questions in
the section on semantics in the brain.
Although his reasons for omitting the issue of semantics may be right,
it is still not enough, 1 think, to say that certain brain activation represents
a thing in the world simply in virtue of being the reaction to the stimulus
(i.e. the perception of the thing), for all the claims of the kind "A represents
B" are observer-relative, in the sense that A represents B as long as there is
someone who recognize A as standing for B. Or am 1 wrong in that? Possibly,
since there might be a regress to the CT modellurking behind my argument:
if cvery mcaning IllUst be mcant by sorneone, then thcre must bc something
that represents per se, the meaner, whose natural power is to mean and who
is thus the prime candidate for being the audience in the CT. Whether or not
58 Although the explicit reformulation of the Chinese Romu argument in terms of syntax semantics distinction first appeared in 1990 in Scarle's papcr "ls the Brains Mind
a Computer Program?" ťrom Scíentific Am.erícan, and thus Dennett might have not
taken it into account when writing Conscio71.sne88 Expla.ined, he mllst have been familiar
with the original formulation frOlu "Minds, Brains, and Programs" in The Beha.vioml a.nd
Bmin Sciences, (1980) where Searle already stressed the difference between handling with
uninterpreted symbols and understanding them.
590r in thc reversed mder, if you hold that thcre is first semantics (intrinsic Ol' not) and
then language.
60 Hence Dennett possibly takes Wittgenstein's "For a large class of Ci4'les - though noL
for al1 in which we employ the word "meaning" it can be defined thus: the meaning of
a word is its use in the language." literal1y, that is as revealing the essence of meaning
itself.
61 As 1 have deduced frOln Dennetťs works, hc seerns to rnean by "rcprelientation" thc
same as what is llsllal1y called "reference" in lingnistics, which is the translation ol' Frege's
"Bedelltung."
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there can be representation without a meaner seems to be the crucial point
at which the ways of many theorists split, for if there must be a meaneL
then semantics must be an intrinsic feature of some organization of matter
(as long as we are not substance dualists), and the power to mean is a causal
power of such organized mat teL Thus the main disagreement between Searle
and Dennett, from which all other quarrels originate, seems to be about the
nature of semantics. Searle holds it to be an intrinsic property of brains as
physical machines, whereas Dennett considers it to be a side-effect of the
brain processes the essence of which is entirely captured in functional terms.
It is tempting to juxtapose Dennetťs position in the last sentence as follows:
" ... whereas Dennett considers it to be a side-effect of the purely syntactical
program being executed by a special Turing machine - the brain," but though
this view is often ascribed to Dennett, I regard it as an overstatement of what
he actually says. In order to explain this, however, I have to proceed to the
final part of Dennett's positive account of consciousncss.

5
5.1

Memes and Virtual Machines
Memetics

The evolutionary argument doesn't end at the evolution of internalized speech,
it goes further on the cultural evolution and considers its relatioll to C()llsciousness. I will discuss it separately from the evolution of language and
internalized speech because the cultural evolution (or evolution of memes.
as we will see) takes place at different domain than the darwinian evolution,
and moreover, it heavily draws on a theory that is not, as far as I know,
gcncrally acknowlcdgcd( at least not as thc classic theory of cvolution is).
The above mentioned theory is Richard Dawkins's memetics. In his paper
The Selfish Gene, he presented an idea of a meme - "a unit of cultural
transrnission, ar a unit of imitation" [Dawkins, 1976, p. 143]. Memcs are in
fact ideas or other unified and stable mental contents; the concept of meme
differs from ideas or mental contents mainly in that memes are ascribed
certain independency and their functioning is considered to be the same as
of viruses:
Examples of memes are tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, clothes, fashions, ways of making pots or of building arches. Just as genes
propagate themselves in the gene po ol by leaping from body to
body via sperm or cggs, so mcmcs propagatc thcmsclvcs in thc
meme pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process which,
in the broad sense, can be called imitation. If a scientist hears,
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or reads about, a good idea, he passes it on to his colleagues and
students. He mentions it in his articles and his lectures. If the
idea catches on, it can be said to propagate itself, spreading from
brain to brain. [Dawkins, 1976, p. 143]
What makes it reasonable to consider seriously the idea of self-propagating,
on minds parasitizing memes, is that they satisfy the following conditions of
evolution:
(1) variation: a continuing a.bundance of different elements
(2) heredity or replication: thc elements have the capacity to
create copies or replicas of themselves
(3) difIerential "fitness": the number of copies of an element that
are created in a given time varies, depending on interactions between the features of that element ( ... ) and features of thc cnvironment in which it persists [Dennett, 1991, p. 200]
As Dennetťs points out. these condition represent a general characterization of cvolution by natural selection, for it says nothing of the matter
of the elements concerned - thus the subject of natural selection may be
not only organic molecules such as genes, but memes and other entities as
well. We can regard the above quoted conditions of evolution as conditions
under which it is meaningful to describe the origin of an entity in evolutionary tcrms, no mattcr whether the entity has actually evolved according to
the evolutionary principles. All the species could have been created by God
in six days, but as long as the conditions are satisfied, we can reasonably
conccivc them as being subjects of evolution. In other words, the differcnce
between the two descriptions lies in their metaphysical assertions, but they
amount to the same in consequences, which is what matters most. Therefore even if Vou regard Dawkins's memetics to be a too far-fetched theory, it
nonetheless functions well as a description of how ideas spread and endure
in the environment, for the charactcr of thc environment and the mechanism
of proliferation of ideas among people invite such an interpretation.
The propagation of memes has been enabled by the development of languagc whereby ideas can bc easily transmitted. From the evolutionary stancc,
the prim ary goal of a meme is the same as of a virus 62 - to infest such an
environment where it could endure and propagate (cells for viruses, human
2

Dennett COlllpares the mechanisrn oť merne propa,gation to tha,t oť genes rather thall
of viruses. The reCLbOll is that viruses are in fact para.sitic form of genes that are thc
rcal subjccts of evolution a,nd na,tma,l scl8ction. Gcncs competc in expansion, a,nd th8
best way to survive and proliferate is to develop a mecha,nism of self~defense; hence from
6
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minds for memes). Viruses are obviously bound to their material constitution
(they are parasitic DNA or RNA molecules). Memes, on the other hand, are
less obviously materialized: in order to transfer from one mind to anotheL
they have to be carried by meme vehicles - pictures, books, utterances, tools
etc. Vet once they enter a mind, they do not cease to be physically. embodied in some medium at certain level of description, they are carried by the
corresponding brain (lllore precisely by some particular structures wi thin) .
As Dennett emphasizes, the most important consequence of Dawkins's
memetics is that "a cultural trait may have evolved in the way it has simply
because it is advantageous to itself" [Dennett, 1991, p. 204]. This is to
say that a meme could have spread among people not only because they
believed it was true or that they liked it, but also just because the meme
is a good replicatoL This kind of Copernican turn in thinking about ideas
enables us to explain why certain ideas persist in spite of being deemed as
wrong, dangerous, immoral, silly etc. Thus the proliferation of memes likc
anti-semitism, conspiration theory, or even suicide can be explained despite
of its lack of utility to human beings. Our minds are infested by many
memes not because we are canvinced of their utility to us, but because aur
meme-immunological systems are not good enough to get rid of dangerous
memes 63 .

5.2

Mind as a Program

The rathcr long exposition of memetics was ncccssary if we are to llndcrstand
Dennetťs final claim that consciousness is shaped by memes, and is, in the
end, a complex of memes acting on the hardware of the brain.
The haven all memes depend on reaching is the human mind,
but a human mind is itself an artifact created when memes restructure a human brain in order to make it a better habitat for
memes. [Dennett, 1991, p. 207]
the evolutionary point of view, an organism is a large defense mechanism for genes, il,
is a complicated gene vehicle. I use the analogy with viruses mainly because the above
H1entioned view of genes as being the elernents of natural selection might be unfarniliar to
thc rcader. Besides, thc analogy is only to clarify the functioning of rnerncs, and to thaL
extcnt, viruses serve 8.'l well as gcnes, I bclieve.
6:3This may already seem stretchcd 1,00 far we think wc accept idea for thc meaning
they bear, because we think they are true, for example. But what about tunes from
commercials? We do not accept them willingly, yet we can sometimes hardly get rid of
thern. Besides, "understanding of the meaning," which we think is the reason why we
accept ar reject an idea, could be jmit thc rnanifestatioll that aur brain is wircd in such a
way that it is likcly to be infested with that memc. ~evertheless, this elaboration of tbc
consequences of memetics is not so important for our discussiol1.
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How are we to understand the daim that human mind is an artifact
created by memes? I will first discuss a les s outrageous interpretation which
struck me initially. We can think of memes as of elements that make up the
content of a pre-existing form of consciousness. As books put in a library
make up its content (they make up what the library is like, for example,
whether it is a scientific, intellectual's or common reader's library), so memes
rnake up the contcnt of our mind, which nevertheless is of an invariant fonn.
As there has to be first a bookcase, or other place to put books into, so
there has to be first consciousness or other medium ready for the uptake of
memes. To put it in Aristotelian terms, memes are like matter from which
every particular mind is built and consciousness is its formo The essence
of mind then would be much doser to the form than to contingent memes
that merely "fill in" the formo But the task we have set on is to grasp the
essence of mind, or consciousness, and not to find out what the content of
a particular mind is. Hence memetics is useful only insofar as it tells us
what are the elements which the content of mind consists of. At least two
intuitions seem to support this interpretation:
1. In order for memes to enter minds and to work in the above described
way, there must be a system which actively uptakes them according
to their meaning; hence the system must understand them, at least
basically (consciousness is supposed to be such a system, though here
considered just as a "white paper," devoid of any "rneme inscriptions"
at the beginning.
2. Memes themselves do not understand anything, to the contrary, their
very existence and "survival" depends on understanding; therefore understanding must bc accomplishcd by something else than memes (consciousness, for example) which consequently cannot exist solely in virtue
of memes.
A condusion can be drawn from the second intuition: there is more to
mind than just a huge complex of memes. Both intuitions are Searlean in
character, so it is no surprise that Dennett woulcl cleny their validity. First
of all, he would disapprove the use of Aristotelian framework on consciousness as too a crude structure to be imposed on the natural phenomenon of
consciousness that is continuous in character 64 . Moreover, as Dennett holds,
consciousness has developed upon subsystems that originally used to serve
different purposes, hence thc current form of consciousm~ss was not designed
64Recall the subsection "Continuity oť (the notion oť) consciousness" (p. 33).
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at one moment but it has rather evolved gradually (by the process of linking
up old functions together which resulted into new features).
However plausible the above outlined interpretation may seem, Dennett
probably thinks differently, for a few pages after the last quotation, he lays
his cards on the table:
Here is the hypothesis I will defend:
Human consciousness is itself a huge complex of memes (or
more exactly, meme-effects in brains) that can best be understood
as the operation of a "von Neumannesque" virtual machine implemented in the parallel architecture of a brain that was not de/signed for any such activities. The powers of this virtual machine
vastly enhance the underlying powers of the organic hardware on
which it runs, but at the same time many of its most curious
features, and especially its limitations, can be explained as the
byproducts of the kludges [i.e. patches, in the programmers' jargon, that is to say, amendments made ad hoc during the debugging of a program] that make possible this curious but effective
reuse of an existing organ for novel purposes. [Dennett, 1991, p.
210]
The technical terms in italics are explained in the following pages, but
since nowadays (unlike in 1991, when Consciousness Explained was published) most of us have at least basic knowledgc of how digital computers
work, I will discuss them only briefly. The term "von Neumannesque virtual
machine" stand for what we know as computer programs - software. Every
program is like a machine designed for specific purpose (a woru processor,
for instance), but since programs consist only of a set of instructions, they
have to be implemented in a real machine that actually effectuates the instructions - in that sense they are only virtual. I expect the reader to be
familiar with the concept of Turing machine 65 , in the light of which a digital
computer (a physical machine) is a Universal Turing machine designed to run
other Turing machines. The attribute "von Neumannesque" basically means
that the program is designed as a linear succession of steps (executions of instructions follow one after another), and Dcnnett pcrhaps finus it important
to note because the hardware the program of consciousness runs on works
parallelly, i.e. there occur many computations simultaneously. But since
Turing showed that computers with parallel and serial (i.e. von Neumann's)
65For a detailed elaboration of the concept of Turing machinc see
17-19].
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[Tnring, 1950, p.

....

architecture are computationally equivalent 66 , it do es not matter whether we
conceive the program as a set of instruction to be effectuated serially, or as
a logical pattern of nodes, their mutual connections and thereon attached
weights, which is how a program for a parallel architectme looks like 67 . 80
Dennett can, in the end, abbreviate his original hypothesis:
Just aS you can simulate a parallel brain on a serial von N eumann
machin e , you can also, in principle, simulate (something like) a
von Neurnann machine on parallel hardware, and that is just what
I am suggesting: conscious human minds are more Ol' less virtual
machines irnplemented - inefficiently - on the parallel hardware
that evolution has provided us. [Dennett, 1991, p. 218]
Here we finally have the claim that is so often ascribed to Dennett - that
minds are (more or less) programs. A reader familiar with the discussion
on 8earle's argument will noticc thc sudden transition from simulation of
hardware processes to actual appearance of consciousness. The discussion
between Dennett and 8earle can be summarized as follows:

Dennett: (1) Consciousness arises upon brain processes. (2) Brain is nothing but a huge and complex nemal net whose work consists essentially
in tnwsforrning the input value into a proper G8 output valuc. (3) The
transforrnation of value is a kind of computation which can be done
by a Universal Tming machine. (4) Therefore, since consciousness is
a product of computation (follows from 1, 2, 3), it is independent on
hardwaXe, and can consequently arise on the work of a computer that
runs the same program as the biological brain.
Searle: Dut simulation of a process is not the same as its duplication. As
simulation of rainstorm will not make it rain in the laboratory, so simulation of brain processes will not give rise to consciousness because a
66Tha-t is t;;-:ay that every computation eftectuated by a parallel computer can be
cftectuat.ecl by a serial computer (t.hough perhaps not. so fast, in the real time), and vice
versa. DennetL himself remarks that. "in principle, any parallel machine can be perfecUy
_ if inefficiently -" mimicked as a virtual machine on a serial von Neumann machine."
[Dennett, 1991, p. 218]
. '
.
.
G7Furt.her infonnatlOn on paraJlel computlllg can be founu IYl any hterature on eonnectionisIIl.
68The acljective "proper" here means that valne which leads to a reaction that is desirable
frarf! the brain-bearer's point of view.
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computer lacks the causal powers of the biological brain necessary to
produce consciousness 69 .
Dennett, however, is careful enough not to say explicitly that minds are
just programs, and this is to be pointed out, since many of Dennetťs opponcnts interpret his daims too literally, I think. It is said in the hypothesis
(p. 48) that consciousness is a huge complex of memes that "can best be
understood" as the operation of a program. The hypothesis is introduced
by cL sentence tlmt expresses it more explicitly:
The level of description and explanation we need is analogous to
(but not identical with) one of the "software levels" of description
of computers: what we need to understand is how hnman consciousness can be realized in the operation of a virtual machine
created by memes in the brain. [Dennett, 1991, p. 210]
So the motivation for introducing the concept of a program, as understood in informatics, is that it serves as the best analogy to how memes fOrIn
consciousness. Dennetťs hypothesis surely aIlows for many interpretations
differing in how strictly they take the analogy of consciousness to program,
but aIl the interpretations should take into account the importance of the
functionalist attitude to consciousness that underlies the analogy: what really mattcrs about conscÍollsness, indced what makes consciousness bcing
consciousness, is not what it is made of, but what it does. And since consciousness mainly deals with information and issues commands (which too
ccm be represented in their informatiollal aspect), which can be equaIly Jane
by a computer, the simulation of consciousness is actually its duplication 70.

6

Semantics in the Brain

So far I have presented Dennetťs explanation of consciousness only by parts
without putting much effort to show how these are interconnected. I hope
69Sea.rle, i1l fa.ct, denies the second point in my surnma.ry of Dennetťs position - he
insists that the work of bra.in ca.nnot be reduced only to the logica.l structure of informa.tiollprocessing. This is dosdy rela.ted to his conviction tha.t intentiona.lity a.nd sema.ntics a.re
intrinsic fea.tures causa.lly dependent on brain processes. As fa.r as I know, Sea.rle has not
yet shown a.n a.rgument supporting his convictions, he considers them to be brute fa.cts
tha.t a.re clea.r to everyone from the first person perspective.
70Unlike with the rainstorm in Sea.rle's exa.rnple, the simulatioTl of which would ha.ve to
produce drop s falling to the ground in order to be counted a.s duplication, Dennett thinks
there is nothing tha.t a computer collld not provide and that is considercd to be part of
"what consciousness does."
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I have made Dennetťs view to great extent clear without oversimplifying,
or even misinterpreting it too much. I have also tried to point out those
parts in his theory that are more or less concerned with the phenomenon
of understanding and meaning. I have already sketched some of the points
from the discussion on Searle's Chinese Room argument which I think are
relevant to Dennetťs explanation of consciousness. In this section, I will
focus right on the semantic aspect of consciousness, which I regard as its
most problematic feature, by bringing together the observations I have made
earlier. The reason why I focus on the semantic aspect is that I find it to be
the only feature of consciousness that makes the problem of irreducibility of
consciousness to physical processes substantiated.
Let me summarize what makes me think we should pay great attention
to the origin of understanding and meaning in consciousness as explained
by Dennett. (1) As I remarked in the section on heterophenomenology (p.
18), the ability to adopt the intentional stance may be strongly related to
the ability to understand, for a part of understanding what one is doing is
to know why he or she is doing it, to understand his Ol' her intentions, to
see the purpose. In other words, the meaning of an action largely depends
on what intentions we ascribe to the agent. On the other hand, we may
say we are able to understand someone else's behaviour only because we can
ascribe him or her intentions we ourselves are familiar with from the firstpersonal view on our experience of taking sirnilar actions. (2) Rejecting thc
Cartesian Theater model of consciousness leads to the denial of a real meaner
(remember: there is no Central Meaner), a single, unified thing capable
to appreciate meanings, or to recognize symbols as referring to some other
things. Of course we understand rneanings and we are real, aren't we? Well,
it depends on what the pronoun "we" refers to. To (our) 71 selves? But these
are rather fictitious characters reconstructed from the information-flow in
our brains, hence they aren't good candidates. To (our) bodies? But then it
would be nonsen8ical to claim that bodies understand meanings (unles8 wc
are convinced materialists and reductionists). To (our) consciousness? But
then again: how much real is consciousness, in Dennetťs view? (3) Minds
uptake memes (Ol' allow memes to infe8t them, if you want) not randomly, but
for reasons, and these are rnainly based on the information the memes convey;
hence there must occur some under8tanding of the memes' message in order
for them to enter minds. The understanding is supposed to be consciousness's
job, but then there is a threat of circular explanation, for consciousness is
71 It is pcrhdps cil'cula.l' to use a. posscssive pronoun iť wc a.re uncerta.in a.bout the subject
(Who are "we"? Our X's! WelL whose X's? Ours! And who are "we"? ... ), but thc
grammar does not allow 111e to express it better.
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also supposed to be a complex of memes. (4) Dennett explains away many of
the traditional beliefs about the nature of mind as mere illusions. But being
a subject of illusion entails understanding, though incorrect (in the case of
illusion), what and how things are. So we can be hardly sat.isfied if anyone
explains understanding as a mere illusion. What then is "the real thing"
behind understanding?

6.1

Searle and Semantics ln the Brain

I do not guarantee that all the above mentioned points are sound, but as
long as you grant them some relevance, you will understand my motivation
to deal with the problem of semantics in the brain. I should finally clarify
what exactly "semantics in the brain" means. The use of the linguistic term
"semantics" in philosophy of mind was incited by Searle's article "ls the
Brain's Mind a Computer Program?" from Scientific AmeT'ican, JallUary
1990. There Searle rephrases his original Chinese Room argument in terms
of syntax - semantics distinction. The answer to the question in the title
oť the article is No, for a program merely manipulates symbols, whereas the
brain attaches meaning to them. The well-known statement that human
minds have (or exhibit.) semantics basically mcans, as far as I understand it,
that mind (consciousness) is the domain of sense, the domain where things
can appear to be meaningful. Here is what Searle says:
The next axiom [i.e.: "Human minds have mental contents
(semantics). "] is just a reminder oť the obvious fact that thoughts,
underst.anding and so fort.h have a mental cont.ent. By virtue of
t.heir content. they can be abollt. objeds and st.ates 01' afi'airs in
the world. H the content involves language, there will be syntax
in addition to semantics, but linguistic understanding requires
at least a semantic framework. H, for example, I am thinking
about the last presidential election, certain words will go through
my mind, but the words are about the election only because I
attach specific meanings to these words, in accordance with my
knowledge of English. [Searle, 1990, p. 21]
Compare it with the following quotation from Searle's recent book Mind:
I have been talking about intentionality and consciousness as
if they werc independent phenomcna, bnt, of course, many CC)Ilscious states are intrinsically int.entional. Yly present visual perception, for example, could not be the visual experience it is if it
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did not seem to me that I was seeing chairs and tables in my immediate vicinity. This feature, whereby many of my experiences
seem to refer to things beyond themselves, is the feature that
philosophers have come to label "intentionality." [Searle, 2005,
p. 138]
Thus semantics and intentionality are dosely related, because mental
states bear meaning (or content) in virtue of reference to other things. Therefore, as Searle holds intentionality to be an intrinsic feature of the brain, so
he thinks the same applies to semantics 72: semantics, like intentionality, is a
real, causal product of the brain. It owes its existence not to merely syntactical algorithm, which is what Dennetťs characterization of consciousness as
a program suggests, but to the causal powers of the brain.

6.2

Understanding Memes ar Memes Understanding?

Enough of Searle's view, for the time being. Leťs turn back to the role
of understanding in Dennetťs theory. Consciousness, according to the evolutionary argument as expounded in Consciousness Explained, has evolved
as a by-product of mcme infestation of our minds (or brains, if you prefer
the physicallevel oť description). But memes themselves are dependent on
organisms using sophisticated symbolic system, hence there is no uptake of
a rnerne unless an organism can "read" it, or understand it 73. How much
is the existence of memes dependent on the evolution of language or other
symbolic system? On the one hand, Dennett deals with memes only after he
explains how language evolved; he holds language to be the most usual source
of meme vehicles, which seems to imply there is a strong relation between
thc cvolution of language and the spread of memes. On the other hand, the
examples oť meme vehides Dennett states indude also non-symbolic on es
tools, for example. A particular hammer can be said to convey the meme
(the idea) of the hammer - cL tool for driving nails, breaking up objects etc;
an uptake of the meme of the hammer can be mediated not only by language,
but simply by observing a hammer in work as well (hence monkeys can get
the meme of the hammer too, though they have not mastered language).
So what is the relation between language and memes which give rise to
consciousness? I propose the following: every uptake oť a meme requires
72Cf. [Searle, 1990, p. 25]
73Dennett himself proposes the exarnple oť a pigeon in a city that is exposed to the same
arnount of rneme vehicles as we are (advertisernent, signs, labels etc.) but that nevertheless
cannot accept rnernes because it does not posses the appropriate subsystern for parsing
syrnbols into their rneanings. See [Dennett, 1991, p. 204]
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certain degree of understanding (Ol' misunderstanding) of the meaning the
meme conveys; language then is an exquisite tool designed specially for conveying meanings and therefore it provides abundance of meme vehicles 74.
Consequently, language significantly enhances the meme flow between the
language users and thereby it enables sophisticated meme complexes to arise
in human minds (and consequently to form consciousness). If this is indeed
what ťollows hom Dennetťs expo::;ition of con::;ciousnes::; a::; operation ohneme
complexes, then two remarks must be made
1. Since con::;ciou::;ness i::; defined as :'a huge complex oť meme::;" and ::;ince
the domain of memes are human minds 75, the definition of consciousness rest::; with the definition of mind, which is rather obscure, given the
fact that Dennett uses terms "consciousness" and "mind" as synonyms.
2. Since uptake of memes seem::; to be related to understanding the meauing they convey, and given that such understanding is a non-trivial,
higher-order cognitive function, it becomes very important to explain
how under::;tanding arises on brain processe::;, at least insofar a::; we are
interested in the explanation of consciousness.
As to the first point, Dennetťs argumentation is not so circular as it may
seem from my interpretation. Consider one more time an already quoted
pa::;sage: "The haven all rnemes depend on reaching is the human mind, but
a human mind is itself an artifact created when memes restructure a human brain in order to make it a better habitat for mernes" [Dennett, 1991.
p. 207]. It follows from this sentence that the actual domain of rnemes
are brains: minds are brains' products and we speak about memes infesting
minds, rather than brain::;, simply becau::;c it is a more apt level of description. More specifically, mind is a product of those structures in the brain
that are physical embodiments of memes. But then again, if minds are really
only products of earlier meme inťestation, who ar what does the undemtanding that we deem is necessary for a meme to be accepted? This question
partly proclaims the belief in a "man in charge," an audience in the CT, and
Dennett, anticipating as always many oť intuitive objections, is ready with
his answer:
741n the evolntionary l,erms, il, wasn't unti! the evolntion oť language that memcs coukl
spread so easily, since even though 1,hey occasionally emerged (as an idea or a 1,001, for
examplc) in some ape's mind, they didn't have the right means oť transport to infiltrate
another ape's mind. The evolution oť a symbolic system caused a true revolution both
in the spread and in the sophistication oť memes; yet they can be sa.id to have existeu
carlier in ape's minus, sometimcs transuuceu by way oť an illustrative cxarnple, but lIloStly
becoming extind with the death oť the ape.
75Cf. [Dennett, 1991, pp. 206-207]
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But if it is true that human minds are themselves to a very great
degree the creations of memes, then we cannot sustain the polarity of vision with which we started: it cannot be "memes versus
us," hecause earlier infestations of memes have already played a
major role in determining who or what we are. [Dennett, 1991,
p. 207]
It is true that if we adopt the stance proposed by Dennett, we cannot
ask "who" decides whether a meme will be accepted or not, but we can still
ask who ar what docs the understanding, which does not cntail the belícť
in a Cartesian Self. The only possible answer seems to be "The brain does,
of course." A natural reply would be "And how does it do it?" This is, I
think, the right question to ask if we want to understand how all the parts
of Dennetťs theory come together. Unfortunately, it is also one of the most
difficult questions to which Dennett does not give a cle ar and straightforward
answer. I will nevertheless try to deduce the answer from what has already
been said on Dennetťs account.

6.3

Representation in the Brain

Let me first make c:lear what is to be explained, i.e. what the understanding
arnounts to. The verb "to understand" is uscd in many diffcrent mcanings,
but leťs stick to the standard account that to understand the meaning of
(1) an assertive sentence is to know under which conditions the sentence is
true (truth-conditional semantics): (2) a word (a noun) is to know what it
refers to; (3) an action is to know its causes (physical causes, intentions, etc.)
or purposes. This is perhaps not very much helpful either, for it postpones
the explanation of understanding to that of knowing (to understand is to
know ... ). On the other hand. we won't find a better account of understanding in linguistic sernantics, for semantics as a part of the theory of language
is concerned with relations between language expressions and meanings, and
ultimately appeals to the faculty representing things as standing for other
things 76 If "reference" is the basic relation of semantics, and if it is related
76 A t>cuwnticist might say: "The mcalling ať an exprcssioll is dctcrrnined, according
to thc principlc oť compositionality. by th8 meaning of its constitncnts. The element ary
expressiolls chac bear meanings are words, and the meaning of a word (a nonn) is its
reťerence (extension). Ultimately, a word refers to some other thing in virtue oť human
faculty oť taking the word as a symbol represe nt ing some other thing." I am well aware
that this is a crudely simplified expositioIl oť a sernantic theary (it omits many other things
that are related to meaning af all expression, such as context, sense (Sinn) oť a word, the
meaning of adjectives and verbs, etc.), bnt I hope it shows why semantics cannot offer us
the right answer.
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to the faculty of representing things, leťs see how it originates in the brain.
What is the ground for the property oť a mental state, and hence of the
corresponding neural activation, that it represents something?
For instance, it seems that the only sort oť facts that could explain a particular neural tracťs "caring about" color would be
facts about its idiosyncratic connections, howcver indirect, to thc
cone cells in the retina that are maximally sensitive to different
frequencies of light. Once such a functional identity was established, these connections might be cut (as they are in sorneone
blinded in adulthood) without (total) loss oťthe power ofthe specialists to represent (Ol' in some other way "care about") color, but
without such causal connections in the first place, it is hard to see
what could give specialists a content-specific role. It seems then
that the cortex is (largely) composed of elcments whose more or
less fixed representational powers are the result of their functional
location on the overall network. [Dennett, 1991, p. 272]
So, if a particular neural circuit gets established after you have been exposed to a number of stimuli of the same kind - for example an image of an
animal previously unknown to you -, and is subsequently active whenever
you perceive the stimulus, then that neural circuit becomes representing the
animal. Dennett mentions, thOllgh in rather an obscure way, a causal thcory
of reference in a footnote attached to the quoted passage, which again emphasizes the importance of the causal connection between the representing
and thc rcpresented 77.
The last quoted sentence expresses the most important feature oť representation. The representational power of a bunch of neurons lies not only in
its activity in the presence of this or that stimulus, but also in its relation
to other representations, in its fllnctional role, which cannot be completely
detached from the ťunctional roles oť other representations. For example,
what makes some neurons represent a cat is not only that they are active
whenever there is a cat perceived, but also that they are not active when a
dog or a chair is perceived. If it is possiblc for a symbol to acquirc meaning
solely by the way it is used, why should it not be possible for neurons? As
77But. what. would coun1, as "the initial bap1,ism," which is what establishes the referential relation between a noun and its reference? Possibly the re-wiring oť some neurons
in precisely that way that they become active whenever the stimulus they represent is
present. But then again you have to take into account that neurons in the bra.in are
being constantly re-wired and yet a small change in thc wiring of the neurons involved
in particular representation docs not lead to a total loss oť thc ťaclllty to respond t.o thc
represented stimulus.
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far as I understand the last quoted sentence, it expres ses the same idea as
Wittgenstein's "the meaning ať a word is its use in the language." Analogically, we could say that ·'the meaning of a pattern of neural activity is its
use in thc interaction with the cnvironment." I am not sme if I have made
the idea comprehensible but I can't do any better than that.
Leťs assume we have a hunch as to how representation is done at the brain
level. Now we have to turn to the question how it comes that consciousness
(whatever it is) is able to appreciate and deliberate on meanings. It is hard,
of course, to say what exactly is this appreciation of meaning, and Dennett
doesn't ťorget to point it out. Leťs take an example. Consider a quote
by E. M. Forster, that is, by the way, the motto ať Dennetťs explanation
of the relation between consciousness and language: "How do I know what
I think until I see what I say?" Perhaps you have just started pondering
about the meaning oť the quote. The appreciation oť the meaning, judging
whether it ii:i witty, fali:ie or nonscnsical ii:i a very complex process, indeed i:iO
complex and intense that it is hard to believe it can be explained in terms
of inťormation-processing as done by neurons. Obviously, by introducing the
expression "appreciation oť memlÍng," I have resorted to more or less ineffable
subjective experience, which is unjustifiable (or at least unscientific) step
according to Dennett. All I can appeal to is that understanding a sentence
such as Forster's seerns to rne to be dear and perťectly rational. and yet I
cannot even tell the rules according to which I derived the meaning oť the
sentence. Nobody would expec:t me to be able to tell the rules ať the inference
of meaning simply by reflecting on the very process of understanding, ťor then
it would be rather an easy task for semanticists to find aut the rules and
principlcs. Most likely, there are no such rules and princip les involved in thc
process of understanding, given that the brain follows flexible patterns rather
than striet rules 78 . But how come that understanding the sentence entails,
phenomenologically, a clear representation oť what the sentence means, its
possible paraphrases, the appreciation of its wittiness, etc.? How come that
I ťcel I know not on ly the reference of each word, but the scnse (Sinn) oť it;
and how come that I find the sense oť each word quite clearly delineated, as
iť I were in direct contact with some platonic realm of sense?
Most people do not see how these qucstions could be c1Ilswercd in terms
of a program blindly following some prescribed rules. Preeisely this intuitioll
is exploited by Searle's Chinese Boom argument; and Dennett reasonably
replies that the ťaet that it is hard to irnagine the appreciation oť meaning to
be a result oť mechanical inťormation-processing nonetheless proves nothing,
7 8 Thc

rules for derivation of truth-conditions from the constitutive exprcssions woulcl
be at best good approximations of what the brain do es at subsymbolic leve!.
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for the mere difficulty of imagination does not necessarily lead to impossibility 79. I agree that this powerful "Searlean" intuition may be wrong, but it is
then up to Dennett to help us abandon the intuition by clearly showing how
understanding works. He tries, of comse, but I am not quite certain whether
to deem his attempt successfulIy, for I stilI feel I lack the desirable insight
into the subject matter. This is not to say he does not explain it at alI: I
cannot excludc thc possibility of mc being too dulI to be able to grasp thc
transition from information-processing to thc experience of understanding.
Lct me therefore get back to the text and arguments.

6.4

Dennett and the Chinese Room

Considering what Dennett would say, if he had to face Searle's Chinese Room
argument, might hclp us to find a ncw idea about the relation between
information-processing and understanding. Thc point of the Chinese Room
argument is basicalIy that the room produces sentences indistinguishable as
to the meaning to those of a native speaker, and vet the symbol-shuffier
understands nothing. From the replies Searle listed in the version of the
argument from thc articlc "Minds, Brains and Programs,"so Dcnnett would
probably side with the system reply81 which says it is the room as a whole
that understands Chinese, though none of its components does (Searle, or
the man handling Chinese symbols, notwithstanding)S2. The system reply
perfectly fits into his model of consciousness as constituted by many paralIelly flowing "narratives" and his reluctance to look for a single, unified
som'ce of mental contents. Who does understand meanings then, according
to Dennett? GeneralIy, it is the program of consciousness the code of which
i8 written by memes: concretely, it is this or that brain. According to Sem'le,
however, the claim that the understanding is done by a program is already
wrong, for programs are pmely syntacticaL and syntax is neither constitutive
of nor sufficient for semantics:
Axiom. 3. Synta.'E by itse~f i8 neither constitv,tive nor 8v.fJici,ent
for sem.antics. At one level this principle is true by definition.
79Cf. [Dennett, 1991, p. 282]
sOSearle, J. (1980). "Minds, Brains and Programs" Eehavioml and Emin Sciences, 3.
81Cť. [Dennett, 1991, p. 439]
82If we go one step further and consider Searle's reply, saying that we can imagine
the man inside as having internalízed the whole process oí symbol-shuffiing and yet unuerstanding lIothing, Dennett would perhaps disagree with the claim that tbe man stil]
unuerstanus nothing, since from his functionalist attituue Dennett cannot do otherwist'.
Iť it can engage in a dialogue likc a Chinese, if it talks like a Chinesc, thcn it unclerstands
Chinese.
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One might, of course, define the terms syntax and semantics differently. The point is that there is a distinction between formal
elements, which have no intrinsic meaning or content, and those
phenomena that have intrinsic content. [Sear1e, 1990, p. 21]

In the same issue of the journal Scientific American, where the above
quoted Sear1e's artic1e appeared, Paul and Patricia Churchlands doubt the
certainty of Sear1e's third axiom by presenting an argument frmn analogy.
They propose to consider an argument that is formally identical to Sear1e's,
yet its conc1usion is false:
Axiom 1 Electricity and magnetism are forces.
Axiom 2 The essential property of light is lv,minance.
Axiom 3 Faras by themselvcs are neither constitntive of nor svfficient for hlminance.
Conc1usion ElectTicity and magnetism are neither constitutive of
nor sufficient for light. [the Churchlands, 1990, p. 29]83
Sear1e's argument from syntax - semantics distinction is backed up by
the Chinese Room thought experiment 84 , where all the operations executed
by the man inside proceed so slowly that it makes our intuition deny the
presence of any understanding at alI. The Churchlands likens it to a thought
experiment with a man pumping a bar magnet in a dark room. Intuitively,
we would deny the presence of light in the room as well, but the light is there,
in fact, though of such a long wavelength that human retinas cannot respond
to it. It is then only a matter of frequency whether a pumping magnet will
produce light or not, and so the Churchlands argue that, provided the analogy
between semantics and luminance holds, execution of the right program at
some speed could yield consciousness. In order to illustrate the importance
of speed, they refer to connectionism, a branch of AI that do es research on
computers which process input values parallelly (unlike digital computers),
and whose architecture is similar to the brain's.
SemIc is not, of course, convinced whethcr thc analogy between scmantics
and luminance holds, and since the intuition seems to be on his side, the
burden of proof lies on those who think semantics, or consciousness in general,
83For a. corresponding ťormula.tion of Sea.rle's a.rgument see [Sea.rle, 1990, p. 21].
84 As J. Moura.l points out, it is important to distinguish between the a.rgument a.nd its
illustra.tion by mea.ns oť the Chincse Room thought experiment, sec [Moura.l, 2003, p.
218].
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can emerge if the right program is executed. Here again we see the need for a
clearer demonstration of how a program can yield understanding, and thence
consciousness. I am ready to accept that the seemingly real nature of meaning
and its understanding is only an illusion, but I have not been, unfortunately,
shown how the illusion works.
On what conditions, however, can it be shown? Let me consider again the
methodological question that I first put forward in the subsection "Nature
of the Explanation," this time rephrased as: What would count as an explanation of semantic:s 7 Perhaps, I have unwillingly expected an explanation
that would tell me why understanding feels like this or that, and why the
sense seems to be like this or that. That may be the origin of the difficultics that I have with Dennetťs aecount of c:onseiousne::;s. However, so much
have I understood that I recognize two answers to the question "Can it be
shown how the first-personal aspect of understanding results from the thirdper::;onal aspect of representation in the brain?" Ves, insofar as we focus
mainly on how understanding manifests itself in our intelligent behaviour,
and how meaning originates in our interac:tion with the environment. No,
if we insist on the explanation of the nearly mysterious phenomenologieal
qualities of understanding.

7

Conel usion

I intended this paper to roughly outline Dennetťs account of conseiousness
as expounded in his book Consciousness Explained. This alone is rather a
diffieult thing to do, since Dennetťs style of argurnentation prefer::; cxalllplcs,
stories and thought experiments against clearly stated assertive propositions
that would follow from some previously mentioned premises. Dennetťs greatest narrative power lies in his ability to make the reader realize that what he
or she took to be a simple fact may just be an illusion. Dennett puts in doubt
many of our deeply rootcd intuitions about thc nature of mind but thc replac:ement he offers is seldom as simple as the argument against the intuition,
let alone the intuition itself. This may lead to a kind of frustration - the
l'eader rnay feel robbed of some preciou::; knowledge (e.g. what c:oIlsciousness
is) without obtaining an adequate compensation. This is rather a common
situation when things and concepts get into philosopher's hands, but Dennett
undermines that what matters most to us ("the greatest c:onceivable thing")
- our consciousness. All this brings about specific difficulties when interpreting and understanding Dennetťs works. For thi::; rcason I chose first to
discuss the different parts and arguments of his theory it is easier to understand the partial arguments and interpret them separately, than to see their
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the connections between them and incorporate them in an all-encompassing
interpretation. I hope I have succeed at presenting the parts; it is up to the
reader whether I have succeed in my attempt to show the interconnectedness
of the parts by discussing the problem of semantics in the brain.
The actual conclusion of this paper depends to a certain extent on the
reader. At the end, I addressed the question whether Dennetťs theory explains satisfactorily a particular feature of consciousness - understanding. I
have tried to provide the reader with enough evidence to be able to find his
own answer. For my part, I regard Dennetťs theory as unsatisfactory, insofar as the phenomenon of semantics in the brain is concerned, but this stems
from the fact that I am just not convinced that his theory covers aU the features of the phenomenon of understanding85 . On the other hand, Dennetťs
aim is not to provide a complete theory explaining consciousness, but rather
to show that such a theory is possible at aU:
My main task in this book is philosophical: to show how a genuinely explanatory theory of consciousness co'uZd oe constructed
out of these parts, not to provide - and confirm - such a theory
in all its details. [Dennett, 1991, p. 256]
Dennett succeeds in this, I think, but I stilI find the title of the book
Consciousness ExpZained promising more that what can actuaUy be found
within. Consciousness Demystified would be perhaps a more adequate title,
and demystifying consciousness alone is a creditable result of Dennetťs effort. It is actuaUy the first step to be taken on the way to explanation of
conSClOusness.

85To put it simply, I am by no means convinced that there is something wrong in his
theory, I just may not understand it fully.
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